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You'll scream with delight while reading this fun and engaging book that discusses fright flicks all
horror fans need to see to ascend to the level of a true Horror Freak —from classics (Dracula
and Psycho) to modern movies (Drag Me to Hell) and lesser-known gems (Dog
Soldiers).Movies are divided into various categories including Asian horror, beginners, homicidal
slashers, supernatural thrillers, and zombie invasion. Features more than 130 movies, 250+
photos of movie stills and posters, and a chapter on remakes and reimaginings. The book also
includes the DVD of George A. Romero's original 1968 version of "Night of the Living Dead."

About the AuthorTom Charity is a journalist and assistant film editor at Time Out magazine.
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HORRORMOVIEFREAKBY DON SUMNER©2010 Don SumnerAll rights reserved. No portion
of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system,
without permission in writing from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief
passages in a critical article or review to be printed in a magazine or newspaper, or electronically
transmitted on radio, television, or the Internet.Published byTo order books or other products call
toll-free 1-800-258-0929or visit us online at orThe images in this book are copyright to the
respective film distribution and production companies, and photographers, listed in the caption
credits. Every effort has been made to correctly identify those copyright holders. Krause
Publications apologizes if any copyright owners have been unintentionally omitted, and will
make necessary changes in future editions.Library of Congress Control Number:
2009937511Cover Design by Shawn WilliamsDesigned by Heidi Bittner-ZastrowEdited by
Kristine MantyPrinted in ChinaFront cover movie stills: main photo: Underworld-Subterranean/
Screen Gems/The Kobal Collection/Egon Endrenyi; bottom photos, from left: Dracula-Universal/
The Kobal Collection; Dawn of the Dead-United Film/The Kobal Collection; Saw II-Twisted
Pictures/The Kobal Collection; Jeepers Creepers-Zoetrope/United Artists/The Kobal Collection/
Gene Page; Freddy Krueger-New Line/The Kobal Collection; The Descent-Celador/Pathe/The
Kobal Collection. Back cover: Psycho-Paramount/The Kobal Collection/William Creamer.
Contents page, from top: 30 Days of Night-Ghost House/Columbia/Dark Horse; The Mummy-
Universal Pictures; Alien-20th Century Fox Productions/Brandywine Productions; Splinter-Indion
Entertainment Group/Magnet Releasing.DedicationTo Mom and Dad, Polly and Barry for giving
me roots and wings.AcknowledgmentsSpecial thanks to George A. Romero for his kind words
and enthusiasm for Horror Movie Freak, Everett Roberts for teaching me the finer points of
zombie mayhem, Ronnie Angel for alerting me to those crappy horror movies that I never would
have watched on my own, Heather Ross for editing that makes me look a wee bit smarter, the
HMF selection panel for their valuable input, and the community of The Ossuary for their in-
depth treatment of horror sans flames.Thanks to Rosemary Marks and Adrian Carr of Tall Order
Productions for filming my introduction to the enclosed Night of the Living Dead DVD. I
appreciate their talent, and patience with an on-camera amateur.Also a big thank you to Ricky
Byrd at The Picture Desk (), the online home of The Kobal Collection, a film photo archive with
over a million images from the early days of cinema to the present.Thanks as well to The Cult
Movie Network, Alberta, Canada.About the AuthorDon Sumner is a Horror Movie Freak from an
early age, ever since sneaking up in the middle of the night to watch Terror Train on cable at the
age of 10, and suffering weeks of nightmares as a result. As the founder and editor in chief of ,
Don has been engulfed in horror movies nonstop since 2006 and is an oft-quoted enthusiast of
independent horror and bloody zombie gore. As the expert on Horror Movie Locales for USA
Today, Don seeks out the locations of famous horror movies and visits them one by one, hoping



that an overlooked slasher may somehow appear. Don spends his time on his farm in Athens,
Tennessee, battling beaver dams and avoiding wearing only panties when investigating strange
noises outside.ContentsWhy We Love Horror MoviesWhat Makes a Horror Movie Great: The
Rating MethodologyThe StarsThe ScaresGood vs. EvilRules of Survival in a Horror
MovieEssential Horror Movies: The CategoriesAberrations of NatureAliens and Outer
SpaceAsian HorrorBeginner's ShelfClassicsUniversal HorrorHammer HorrorOther ClassicsEvil
From HellForeign HorrorGhost StoriesHomicidal SlashersMonstersPsychoticsSupernatural
ThrillersVampiresZombie InvasionHonorable MentionRemake
NationModernizationsReimaginingsForeign Horror for U.S. AudiencesEncapsulationsScream
QueensTen Days to HalloweenWith its levels of violence and Technicolor gore unheard of at the
time, Hammer Studio's 1957 The Curse of Frankenstein brought the movie monster back to the
spotlight. Peter Cushing is Victor Frankenstein and Christopher Lee is the creature he creates.
Cushing and Lee, along with Terence Fisher, who directed several of their movies, are the trio of
terror of Hammer's horror legacy. Hammer Film ProductionsCount Dracula (Bela Lugosi) and
Lucy Weston (Frances Dade) strike a classic vampire-and-victim pose in a publicity still from the
1931 film, Dracula. UniversalWhy We Love Horror MoviesWhy do we love horror movies? This
question has been posed many times over the decades by people from all walks of
life.Sometimes the query takes on an accusing tone, such as one coming from a date who wants
a nice dinner and night at the symphony rather than catching the midnight showing of the new
Zombie Carnage indie flick. Other times the tone is one of concern, as from parents confused
about their child's disdain for Sesame Street in favor of the Sunday morning horror fest showing
of The Brain That Wouldn't Die. Still others take a tone of disbelief — what is WRONG with you,
anyway?Although some of our friends and family don't understand our passion for terror, the
craving just does not subside. Why is that?Every Horror Movie Freak is unique, but there are
certainly some common threads that run among horror lovers the world over. Where else can a
worst-case scenario of carnage and terror be played out before our eyes, all within the safety
and comfort of our living rooms or local theater multiplex? All entertainment has an element of
escape, but Horror Freaks crave more — the RUSH! In fact, many horror aficionados are
searching for a particular rush, one reminiscent of the utter fear felt when they watched their first
horror movie.Think of the first time, as a child, you rode that frightening-looking roller coaster at
an amusement park. Mom didn't think you were ready yet, but you knew you were…or at least
thought so. Never showing your inner apprehension, you climbed into the car and pulled down
the harness. The car lurched forward and you gasped and wondered what you had gotten
yourself into. Slowly the coaster moved up the initial grade and you realized how high in the air
you were and wondered if it was too late to get off. As the car plunged over the crest and down
the first big drop it hit you: No! You weren't ready!What followed was the longest three minutes of
your life, so terrifying that hardly a scream could escape your lips and your knuckles turned
white from your death grip on the restraining bar as you were certain you were heading toward
doom. Finally, after an eternity, the car screeched to a halt and the safety bar released. You



made it! You just had the most terrifying experience ever, lived to tell about it, and felt a rush of
excitement…and you wanted to ride it again!The same thing applies to horror movies. The first
time we disobeyed our protective parents and crept into the living room in the wee hours of the
morning to watch a scary movie on cable, we paid the price. Nightmares followed. Weeks were
spent peering around corners in search of the certain monster waiting to grab us. We slept with
the light on and made sure the closet door was closed all the way so that creepy ghosts couldn't
see us through the crack. But we lived! We got the heart-pounding terror without the
consequence of death and dismemberment. We prevailed over the most frightening of
scenarios, and now want that feeling again. And again…The search for fright is the driving force
for many Horror Freaks, but horror movies also have certain elements that make the experience
unique to any other movie genre. The stars, the scares, and the concept of good vs. evil play an
enormous role in a Horror Freak's satisfaction — and overcoming adversity is such an integral
part of the experience that certain rules for surviving a horror movie have also emerged.The
StarsThere are many ingredients to an effective and enjoyable horror stew: storyline, special
effects, script, and scenery, but one of the most important is the star. Not the actors and
actresses in the film, but the real stars — the heroes, villains, ghosts, and monsters.The best
horror-movie monsters are those that capture the imagination, and nightmares, of Horror Freaks
everywhere, and are the true stars of the show. How many serial killers do you know who have
high schoolers sporting T-shirts with their likeness or tots scampering off to school with their
images emblazoned across their lunch pails? What about serial killer action figures and scenes,
so that kids can reenact the more grisly of their murderous rampages? I can name a few noted
horror movie villains off the top of my head: Jason Voorhees, Freddy Krueger, Leatherface, and
Michael Myers. Maybe because these stars act out vengeance and retribution with bloody gusto,
horror villains are simultaneously feared and revered.So, if the monster is the star, the hero is the
co-star. Heroes are the characters who represent us. They are just a little smarter than their
sliced-up compadres, a little more level-headed, a bit tougher, and a lot luckier. Horror Freaks
love to imagine that they, too, could be the individual to rise above the terror and emerge from
the carnage alive and victorious. The house says “get out,” and we get out. A crazy guy says that
anyone who stays the night in an abandoned summer camp is doomed, and so we get a hotel. If
we are alone in a cabin in the woods and hear a noise outside, we lock the door and call for
help…or at least get dressed beyond our panties before venturing outside crying, “Is anyone out
there?” The more resourceful the hero, the more satisfying it is to join them on their surge for
survival.Of course, even a hero can do something stupid, and when they do, all bets are off. The
Horror Freak can sit back smugly as the hero-turned-victim takes a machete to the skull and
quip, “Yep, she deserved that one.”The Scream Queens, of course, trump all as the stars of the
show. Should any film feature one of these irresistible divas of dismemberment, that is reason
enough to watch it. The most royal of the Queens of Scream have their own section.The
ScaresWhat is so scary about a horror movie? Ask that question a hundred times and you're
likely to get a hundred different answers, which is why there are so many different sub-genres of



horror.Some Horror Freaks are fans of the “jolt scares,” those tense moments when an
unsuspecting victim is creeping toward an ajar door investigating a strange noise, only to be
given a heart attack by Fluffy the cat leaping unnaturally from the shelf that has the Malt-o-Meal.
The “Fluffy factor” is a bit cheap, but accomplishes the goal of causing a “yell out loud” moment.
Other, less cheesy jolt scares, like when a monster bursts forth from behind a tree or a hand
emerges from an underground gravesite to grab an ankle, can be very satisfying and keep the
energy rolling during the horror experience. Some Horror Freaks even gauge the success of a
horror movie by the number of times a spontaneous shriek escapes their lips.Suspense scares
are more gut wrenching, and for a longer period of time. Alfred Hitchcock once said that his goal
was to “always make the audience suffer as much as possible,” and suspense scares do just
that. You just know that something terrible is about to happen…it is just a matter of time.The
longer the anticipation of a horrifying event is drawn out, the more we are compelled to hide our
eyes or get up for a drink of water, but can't. Glued to the screen and unable to breathe, we await
the inevitable horror unfolding before our eyes. Sometimes, when horror filmmakers are feeling
particularly sadistic, they will combine the suspense scare with the jolt scare — suspense builds
to an intolerable level only to immediately dissipate when the feared monster is not in the hall
closet after all…he jumps out of the laundry hamper instead.Unexpected scares can certainly
cause a loud yell, but are different from jolt scares. These are the brief visions of something
horrifying, presented without pomp or circumstance. Maybe a menacing face appears in the
window for an instant, an alien passes across the alleyway in the background of a newscast, or a
brief vision of ghostly feet standing on the bed while Mom is making it would all certainly qualify
as an unexpected scare. These scares can be clever and extremely effective when used
correctly.Phobia scares are a cornerstone of horror movie concepts and play to the individual
fears of Horror Freaks. Uncomfortable with the thought of toy clowns coming to life while you
sleep and smothering you with a pillow? There are horror movies about that. How about
childhood panic over a monster hiding under the bed? That's covered, too. The effectiveness of
phobia scares depends on the deep-seated fears of the viewer. Because one Freak's phobia is
another Freak's Shangri-La, horror movies with phobia themes must utilize other fear-inducing
tactics in addition if they want to fill the theater.English filmmaker, producer, and “master of
suspense” Alfred Hitchcock once said his goal was to “always make the audience suffer as
much as possible.” He accomplished just that in his masterpieces including Psycho and Rear
Window. He also made us look at our feathered friends in a whole different way after watching
The Birds. UniversalThree of the biggest, baddest, slashiest, and best-known superstars in
horror movies: Jason Voorhees, Michael Myers, and Freddy Krueger. They have been slicing
and dicing their way through randy camp counselors, baby-sitters, and dreaming teens for years
in their respective movie franchises of Friday the 13th, Halloween, and A Nightmare on Elm
Street. Freddy and Jason even battle each other in the 2003 movie, Freddy vs. Jason.As a
testament to his pop-culture status, Jason was awarded the MTV Lifetime Achievement Award in
1992, the first of three fictional characters to get it (Godzilla got it 1996, and Chewbacca in



1997). The hockey mask-wearing maniac, who bloodies up Camp Crystal Lake with the help of
his machete, has ripped through more hapless victims than Freddy and Michael combined and
seems to be an unstoppable killing machine. But the other two villains are no slouches. Dr. Sam
Loomis, the child psychiatrist who spent years trying to help Michael, doesn't say he has the
“devil's eyes” for nothing: this mad slasher is pure evil. Freddy, with his horribly melted face,
grimy red-and-green sweater, and razor-sharp glove, is a child murderer who slashes teens in
their dreams.Each of these iconic villains continues to terrorize a new generation, as each
franchise has had new installments: encapsulations of Halloween in 2007, Friday the 13th in
2009, and Nightmare in 2010. It's probably a safe bet that we'll see plenty more bloodletting from
these villains in the future.Photo credits, from top left: Jason Voorhees-Paramount/The Kobal
Collection; Michael Myers-Falcoln International/The Kobal Collection; and Freddy Krueger-New
Line Cinema.Long before Jason, Michael, and Freddy came on the scene, monsters were the
shining start of horror movies. Monsters capture our fears in one grotesque physical form. These
beasts have what it takes to bring societal angst to life so that they can hide under the bed and
get us in our sleep. Some monsters have a personal tragedy to correspond with their murderous
appetites. Werewolves, when in their human form, often live in torment from the atrocities they
commit while under the influence of the full moon; others, however, don't: when lead character
Ginger is transformed into a werewolf in Ginger Snaps (depicted on the publicity poster at top
left), she relishes tearing things to pieces with no remorse. Other monsters are merely trying to
survive and don't understand why their prey is so darned violent. Still others are just looking for
love, as is the case with the creature in The Creature from the Black Lagoon (center photo), after
he spots a lovely lady. At right, Christopher Lee is a monster created by human hands in The
Curse of Frankenstein ; his impassioned performance as the creature made him a star. Monsters
continue to be a mainstay in Horror Freaks' movie collections, and with good reason: they scare
the bejesus out of us.Photo credits, from top: Lions Gate/TMN/Telefilm Canada; Universal/The
Kobal Collection; Hammer Film Productions.Some scares do not involve any specific fright-
inducing techniques, but instead are completely wrapped up in atmosphere. Atmospheric scares
are less of an immediate reaction and more of an overwhelming feeling of fear and dread that
infiltrates the senses of the Horror Freak and sets the tone for fright and unease. A natural for
atmospheric scares are ghost stories and evil from hell, but good scary atmosphere will
heighten the fright factor of any horror movie, and should not be overlooked.Good vs. EvilThe
concept of good vs. evil is a required theme in any horror movie, and it shows itself in a variety of
ways.The most obvious conflict between light and dark is between the hero and the villain, with
the hero representing good and the villain evil, but horror can be much more complex than that.
Aside from the obvious evil of ripping someone into a million pieces with a hay hook, is the villain
really the evil one? What if the “victim” is actually a shiftless scumbag who caused the mental
breakdown of the villain by playing a vicious prank on them years ago in the frat house? The line
between retribution and evil, in these cases, is blurred.There are varying degrees of evil among
an entire cast of potential victims: the smiling “best friend” may be secretly scheming on



someone else's boyfriend, for example, and that football star just may have some backward and
derogatory attitude toward women. Is the villain who sends these miscreants to their untimely
demise an evildoer, then, or just a purveyor of justice?Then there is the ultimate horror theme
that guarantees that having sex or doing drugs equals certain death. Sinners will be punished,
and horror movie villains are just the ticket to hand it out. Villains who deal the consequences for
such behavior are little more than a puritanical force of penance, albeit an evil force themselves.
Horror Freaks are drawn to cheer the villain on in their murderous quest, then, not out of a
deranged desire to be harbingers of doom but rather a righteous longing to have no bad deed
go unpunished.When you look at it that way, Horror Freaks are downright civilized.The obvious
exception to all of this is found in films portraying pure biblical manifestations of good and evil,
the power of God rising to crush Satanic apparitions. Unfortunately for Horror Freaks, years of
Sunday school provided the ultimate horror movie spoiler…we all know how it's going to turn
out.Regardless of which character is the ultimate good and which the ultimate evil, there is an
underlying hope that good shall prevail, and it usually does in horror movies. Sometimes it
doesn't, but that's what sequels are for.Rules of Survival in a Horror MovieCountless lists, and
even books, have been written on the rules for survival in a horror movie. Wes Craven's Scream
is a horror movie about horror movie clichés, and outlines three basic rules:1. Don't have sex.
Sex = Death2. Don't drink or do drugs. Drugs and alcohol = Death3. Never say “I'all be right
back,” because you won't be.These rules are, indeed, the basic no-brainer's for horror movie
survival. Countless other lists of survival rules exist and tend to detail specific dos and don'ts,
often inspired by decisions made by victims in particular movies that led to their painful ends.
However, without going into movie-specifics, there are a few additional rules that tend to always
apply:4. Don't wander around in your panties, and DEFINITELY do not go outside with them as
your primary garment. When a Horror Freak sees a young coed venture into the woods
investigating a strange noise in nothing but panties, we know what's going to happen next. It
always does. Panties = Death.5. Among your group of friends, be the most level headed and
polite of the bunch, not the most sarcastic or witty. It helps if you also have personal problems
that you're trying to work through. The troubled, polite person with a lacking wit is almost always
the last one standing.6. When you beat down and presumably kill the villain who has been
chasing you for days, make sure you stab, beat, and shoot them at least a hundred times before
relaxing, and even then do not turn your back. They ARE going to get up.7. If you are in a horror
movie with a young starlet known for crude behavior in her public life, steer clear. She's gonna
get a fence post through her skull.The rules for surviving a horror movie are not, unfortunately,
hard and fast. Every once in a while a film will break the rules by killing off the good girl or letting
the presumed hero be snatched through an open window by a hungry monster. Rules were
made to be broken, it seems, and the best movies will break, or at least bend, these and other
rules to keep Horror Freaks on their toes. That's how we like it.Finally, there is one single bottom-
line rule for surviving a horror movie that has not yet been mentioned: Do not be an idiot. Once
the idiocy begins, so does the carnage. Guaranteed.What Makes a Horror Movie Great: The



Rating MethodologyWhat factors elevate one horror movie to your “classic shelf,” while hurling
another to the bargain bin in a gas station mini-mart? The answer from some may be as simple
as whether they like the film or not, but that's not easy to measure or duplicate.Over the course
of creating the 100 Best Horror Movies list for , a verifiable and semi-scientific rating
methodology was created, partly to ensure that there were actual criteria other than personal
preference behind inclusions in this list, and partly to have some way of defending those choices
since getting any two Horror Freaks to agree on the top 100 films is an exercise in futility.Horror
Movie Freak is not a listing of “best” horror movies, but rather a collection of ones that fall into a
variety of horror subgenres with the simple inclusion criteria that they don't suck.To construct
such a group of horror movies, and their appropriate categories, the Horror Freak Selection
Panel of Experts was organized. The members of that panel were responsible for assisting in the
generation of the Master Horror List, categorization of each film and to provide a stopgap
against any individuals' favorite horror being included in spite of the fact that to most folks, other
than the nominator, it sucks. They are:Don Sumner (yours truly), Certified Horror Freak with an
uncanny ability to watch a horror film for the 30th time and blank the mind of all coming scares to
watch it anew each time like a child.The favorites and “must-haves” of the selection panel were
considered, along with four years of top 100 horror from , and the “irrefutable best horror list”
from members of the BHM online community, The Ossuary.The list was narrowed down via my
emotional reaction, and then further thinned by a reality-check session with the panel. The
resulting collection of horror favorites is included in Horror Movie Freak!Everett Roberts, resident
Zombie Master for BHM, first discovered his passion for the undead while studying at Miskatonic
University, where he eventually majored in zombology and reanimation theory and minored in
camp counselor. While preparing for the upcoming zombie apocalypse, he somehow found time
for a wife and family. He currently resides in Memphis, Tenn., where he is studying the political
effects of the dead voting.James Lasome is a mad scientist by trade residing in the wilds of New
Jersey. In his spare time, you can find him wandering the BHM forums, writing reviews from all
corners of the genre and the world, and attending and blogging about horror conventions and
related events around the Mid-Atlantic and New York City.Bill Burda, child of the sixties, was
raised on “Famous Monsters of Filmland” and EC comics. He was fortunate enough to see Night
of the Living Dead at a drive-in, and also actually got to take a date to see John Carpenter's
Halloween during its initial run. Long-time home haunter, he currently blogs for BHM on the
merits of forgotten horror classics. Bill is a resident of Richmond, Va., home of Edgar Allen Poe,
and knows where all the “Yankees” are buried. Bill likes doll mutilation and burying things that
still have a little twitch left in them, and dislikes horror directors who don't know the difference
between “disgusting” and “scary.”Heather Ross is editor and feature film reviewer at Horror
Freaks Media LLC. She grew up on the backdrop of a Stephen King novel — Tucson, Ariz. — so
she was introduced to horror at a young age, as well as snakes, scorpions, and creepy desert
stuff. Her first horror movie was the classic The Nanny with Bette Davis, which Heather watched
on TV at the ripe old age of eight. It scared the bejesus out of her and after that, she was hooked



on the adrenaline. To this day, Heather remains a horror junkie, hooked on it as only a horror
queen could be.A scientist conducts an experiment that has horrific results in the 1958 chiller-
thriller, The Fly. 20th Century FoxEssential Horror Movies: The CategoriesThe movie genre
“horror” is broad, and means different things to people. For some, nothing less than flesh-
feasting zombies will do, while for others, ghostly apparitions are what it takes to get the heart
pumping and shrieks erupting.Luckily for the Horror Movie Freak, there are many sub-genres
under our beloved horror umbrella. Each sub pertains to a particular kind of horror movie theme
and, therefore, a particular type of fright. Is the villain human, animal, alien, or apparition?
There's a subgenre for each. Is the human meanie always a murderous freak, or do they appear
normal in day-to-day life? There's a subgenre for that. Is that inhuman freak actually from hell or
merely otherworldly? We've got that covered, too.No matter what freaks out the Horror Movie
Freak, subgenres likely have a slew of films just right for an evening of horrifying delight. Then
again, there are some freaks who love every kind of horror film, and for those, the subgenres are
nothing more than a basis for a horror collection filing system. After all, nobody wants to
accidentally play a dark Asian ghost story on vampire night. That's just wrong.Within each
category, movies are listed in chronological order.One other note on the categories: they are in
no way absolute. Most, if not all, of the horror films listed here can be accurately classified in
several categories. Therefore, if a film has been selected in one category, it will be absent from
any others, no matter how appropriate those others may also be. Keep that in mind before you
craft an angry letter calling for the author's untimely demise at the collective hands of a hungry
zombie horde.Photos credits from top: 28 Weeks Later-Fox Atomic, a subsidiary of 20th Century
Fox Film Corp.; Boris Karloff as the Frankenstein monster-Universal Pictures; and The Exorcist-
Warner Bros. Pictures.Aberrations of NatureA super-giant bear munches and crunches its way
through Grizzly. This was the most financially successful independent movie of 1976, earning an
impressive world-wide box office total of $39 million. It held this record until Halloween broke it in
1978. Film Ventures InternationalAh, nature. Long drives in the countryside, peaceful lakeside
picnics, and hikes on mountain trails next to babbling brooks…and sprinting for your life, as a
huge bear with razor-sharp claws bounds after you, bits of bloody flesh from your camping
partner dangling from its ferocious fangs. Nature is all well and good, until it turns upside down
into a pristine backdrop for murderous mayhem.Nature run amok is a regular villain in horror
through the decades, from killer bees and giant ants to carnivorous plants and genetically
altered cockroaches. What is this fascination with “nature gone wild?”The answer lies in the very
core of horror movies and why Horror Movie Freaks love them — to be scared. Many people are
scared by psychotic dudes with bloodlust or monsters hiding under the bed, but the concept of
normal everyday things changing their tune and becoming harbingers of doom are, for some,
particularly terrifying. The familiar, even the peaceful, is suddenly transformed into the realization
of a horrific nightmare. Safety in any circumstance is an illusion, and that cute little rabbit
scampering across a meadow could stop, eye you hungrily, and lunge for your jugular at any
moment.Nature horror also plays to the worstcase scenarios that people push from their



consciousness and try not to acknowledge. Do you REALLY know what is under the water
swimming around your toes while you wait for the speedboat to take off and pull you topside on
your water-skis? Are the inhabitants of that anthill truly satisfied with scraps they find or are they
dreaming of a large, warm human meal? Muffin the dog seems sweet enough, but how will we
handle the inevitable “snap” when survival instincts of centuries of hunting become the dominant
modus operandi?Normally cute and fuzzy sheep become blood-thirsty killers in Black Sheep.
Livestock Films/New Zealand Film CommissionGhosts and goblins are scary enough, but it is
always possible to maintain a position that these are not real, and therefore, any havoc they
wreak couldn't actually happen. Aberrations of nature do not provide this luxury. No matter how
outlandish it may be to consider a flock of birds suddenly swooping down and pecking your eyes
out, it most certainly could happen. By entering the realm of feasibility, nature horror infiltrates
the deepest repressed fears of the Horror Movie Freak and plays them out for all to see.Even
when the movie is over, they are still out there. So the next time you embark on a lovely stroll
through the woods, remember that you are also on a survival mission…and the odds are against
you.Melanie Daniels (Tippi Hedren) fights off a feathered friend gone mad in The Birds.
Universal/The Kobal CollectionThe BirdsRELEASE March 28, 1963 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Alfred
HitchcockWRITTEN BY Daphne Du Maurier (story) and Evan Hunter (screenplay)STARRING
Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne Pleshette, “Tippi” Hedren, Veronica CartwrightRATING PG,
for birds pecking people violentlyThe Birds is an Alfred Hitchcock original and depicts an
aberration of nature with the horror and suspense that only he could achieve.Melanie Daniels
(Tippi Hedren) is a wealthy young socialite who follows Mitch Brenner (Rod Taylor) to his home
in the coastal town of Bodega Bay. After some playful pranks and romantic posturing, Melanie is
in a small motorboat in the bay when a seagull attacks her and pecks up her face.As time goes
by, the passive-aggressive and blossoming romance between Melanie and Mitch continues, and
the strange behavior by the local birds intensifies. Gulls smash into glass windows to their
deaths, crows hurl their bodies against the front door, and the strange avian behavior results in a
dead friend of Melanie's found in a bedroom. The bird threat becomes a true deadly menace, as
thousands of birds converge on the area leaving death and peck marks in their wake.The Birds
is a wonderful example of the genius of Hitchcock and truly illustrates how deserving this
director is of the title “master of suspense.” The threat grows slowly, and the anticipation of the
ghastly events proves more uncomfortable than when those events actually occur. The
chemistry and interaction between Mitch and Melanie plays well in this film also and proves that
human banter can be as unexplainable as crazy acts of nature.The screaming woman on this
famous poster art is not Tippi Hedren as commonly believed, but Jessica Tandy. UniversalAll
Horror Movie Freaks must have a working knowledge of Hitchcock films, and the most well
known are minimum requirements in the quest for this knowledge. In terms of an aberration of
nature, The Birds is certainly a shining example of danger lurking in the seemingly harmless
faces of creatures we see every day.JawsRELEASE June 20, 1975 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Steven
SpielbergWRITTEN BY Peter Benchley (screenplay, based upon his novel) and Carl Gottlieb



(screenplay)STARRING Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, Richard Dreyfuss, Lorraine Gary, Murray
HamiltonRATING PG, for violent attacks by a giant psychotic sharkTHIS SHARK, SWALLOW
YOU WHOLE. - QUINTJaws became a worldwide phenomenon that terrified audiences at the
time and inspires phobia and fear surrounding swimming in deep water to this day.The film
opens with one of the most famous scenes in horror movie history: a woman swimming toward a
buoy in the ocean is suddenly ripped at and pulled under the water by an unseen attacker.Sheriff
Brody (Roy Scheider), the lawman of the tourist town where the attack happens, immediately
begins a crusade to have the beach closed down so that a proper search for the attacker,
determined to be a great white shark, can be conducted.Unfortunately, tourist season is
approaching and the town relies on the revenue, so the mayor denies any request to turn the
money spenders away. Bad idea.After a few more deadly shark attacks, Brody sets off with
shark hunter Quint (Robert Shaw) and boat captain Hooper to find and kill the deadly shark.The
shark, however, has other ideas, and with the determination of the most brutal horror movie
slasher, conducts some hunting of his own.Jaws is, indeed, a horror movie in the aberration of
nature category, but the film is a classic for other reasons. The villain shark is not portrayed as
merely a mindless, deadly creature, but rather as a calculating killer single-mindedly hunting his
prey.The animatronic shark was nicknamed “Bruce” and director Steven Spielberg also
reportedly called it “the great white turd” when he got frustrated with it. UniversalThe psychotic
killer qualities of this particular shark, along with its size and the fact that it could conceivably
exist in any coastal body of water, allows Jaws to transcend nature horror of the past to become
a full-fledged classic with a lasting impact.The famous opening scene in Jaws of Christine
“Chrissie” Watkins (Susan Blacklinie) being attacked by something menacing under the water
has left an indelible mark on horror films. Universal/The Kobal CollectionThere are those horror
fans who argue that Jaws is based on too much natural possibility to actually be a horror movie,
and is instead a thriller with a naturally occurring creature as the antagonist.The perspective of a
Horror Movie Freak, however, is that a homicidal slasher is what it is, regardless of the
species.GrizzlyRELEASE May 21, 1976 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY William GirdlerWRITTEN BY
Harvey Flaxman and David SheldonSTARRING Christopher George, Andrew Prine, Richard
Jaeckel, Joan McCall, Joe DorseyRATING PG, for bloody bear carnage“IF YA FEEL A WET
SNOUT IN YA FACE, WHATEVER YOU DO, DON'T MOVE. AND DON'T KISS IT 'CAUSE IT
AIN'T ME.” - DON STOBERConsidered by some to be “Jaws on land,” Grizzly (aka Killer Grizzly
and Claws) shows that a pleasant camping trip can go terribly wrong when an 18-foot bear is on
the loose.Grizzly opens with two women breaking camp in a pristine national forest. Suddenly,
one of them is attacked and violently killed by a giant grizzly bear. The second woman escapes
to a nearby cabin, but only for a minute, as the bear tears down the cabin wall and rips her to
shreds.The park's chief ranger, Michael Kelly (Christopher George), immediately begins a
crusade to shut down the park so that a hunt for the killer bear can be conducted. Alas, tourist
season is approaching and the park supervisor denies the request. After several more killings
and an unsuccessful open hunt by enthusiasts looking for a bounty, Kelly strikes off on his own



to face the beast and bring it down.Does all this sound familiar? It should, as most story
components seem to be taken directly from the blockbuster Jaws, which released to huge
audiences just one year prior. Grizzly is not the only film to be accused of following the new-
found success formula of the vicious slasher shark, but is possibly the highest quality. The story
is strong, the use of a real bear instead of some guy in a suit works well, and the film is a
frightening account of an aberration of nature with the cunning of a driven serial killer.Horror
Freaks, then, will enjoy the theme of natural beast as serial killer from two standpoints, by land
and by sea. Add Grizzly to your library and think about it the next time you zip up the tent and
settle into your sleeping bag made for two for the night.Actress Mary Ann Hearn is the first victim
of the 18 feet of man-eating terror. Film Ventures Int/The Kobal CollectionBlack SheepRELEASE
June 22, 2007 (U.S., limited)WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY Jonathan KingSTARRING Nathan
Meister, Peter Feeney, Matt Chamberlain, Nick Fenton, Sam ClarkeNOT RATED Expect gore
galore as killer sheep go on a rampageHENRY: ARE YOU OK?EXPERIENCE: I WON'T BE OK
EVER AGAIN.Black Sheep, a horror/comedy from New Zealand, explores the side effects of
genetic tampering and the horrific aftermath of the dreaded “weresheep.”Henry (Nathan Meister)
lives with his family, who tend a large herd of sheep in the New Zealand countryside. Jealous of
Henry's knack for sheep farming, brother Angus (Peter Feeney) plays a cruel joke on him that
leaves his pet lamb dead and skinless, and Henry with a severe sheep phobia that drives him to
move off to the city away from the ovine threat.Years later after the father's death, Henry returns
to the farm to sell his share to Angus. Unbeknownst to Henry, however, Angus has been
conducting genetic experiments on the sheep in an effort to create a better lamb chop. The
resulting mutated sheep fetuses are thrown into a pit, presumably to be buried later, but when a
couple of eco-terrorists get their hands on one of the fetuses, they inadvertently unleash a
mutated creature that proceeds to turn the entire flock into a vicious wooly pack of zombie
sheep.Black Sheep has something for the lover of nature gone wild, fans of zombie attacks, and
monster enthusiasts who are open to the possibility of weresheep, which result from a human
bitten by mutton run amok. The gore is first rate, the monsters are actually scary in their
incredible ridiculousness, and the serene New Zealand countryside is beautiful as the deadly
heard of carnivorous ewes crest the horizon.Farm animals, comedy, and zombie (well, actually
‘not-a-zombie’ zombie) mayhem await the Horror Freak with Black Sheep. Just don't forget the
mint jelly.An investor in the experiment to breed new sheep (Jono Manks) gets a return on his
money he wasn't quite expecting. Livestock Films/New Zealand Film Commission/The Kobal
Collection/Ken GeorgeCabin FeverRELEASE September 12, 2003 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Eli
RothWRITTEN BY Eli Roth, Randy PearlsteinSTARRING Rider Strong, Jordan Ladd, James
DeBello, Cerina Vincent, Joey KernRATING R, for strong violence and gore, sexuality,
language“THAT GUY ASKED FOR OUR HELP AND WE LIT HIM ON FIRE. YOU'LL
UNDERSTAND IF I'M NOT IN A PARTICULARLY SOCIAL MOOD.” - KARENThe directorial
debut of Eli Roth, Cabin Fever captures the grit and violence of 1980s horror and launched the
career of a director now known as one of the new generation of horror movie creators, the Splat



Pack.The film begins with a hermit living a solitary life in the wilderness with only his faithful dog
for companionship. When the dog does not respond to calls, the hermit investigates and finds
that most of the canine's flesh has rotted away.Later we meet some young people on their way to
a glorious vacation in an isolated cabin in the woods. Trouble materializes early when one
accidentally shoots the hermit, thinking he is a deer. Instead of coming to his aid, the shooter
leaves him in a ditch to die and slinks back to the cabin and his friends. Shocker, then, when the
hermit shows up at the cabin the next day both wounded and infected with some strange
sickness that causes him to vomit blood all over everybody. What do the youngsters do in
response to the crazed blood-puking hermitized whack-job? Set him on fire, of course. Who
wouldn't?What follows is the speedy progress of flesh-eating bacteria as it consumes the bodies
of the campers one by one. Add a cameo by Roth as a tent-camping pothead, a vicious killer
German shepherd, inbred country folk with murder on their minds, and a crazy kid who
spontaneously launches into fits of acrobatic karate moves, and you have Cabin Fever.Marcy
(Cerina Vincent) takes a defiant stance. Down Home Entertainment/The Kobal Collection/Scott
KevanCabin Fever spawned the movie-making career of Roth for good reason — it brings
graphic gore and disastrously bad decisions back to the forefront of good horror. Often the most
terrifying of all is the way seemingly normal human beings behave in times of peril and certain
doom, and this one puts the inner darkness of humanity in the spotlight in every graphic detail…
to the delight of Horror Movie Freaks and gorehounds alike. Getting “the flu” has never been
more frightening.The flesh-eating bacteria mercilessly eats away the once-pretty face of Karen
(Jordan Ladd) in Cabin Fever. Down Home Entertainment/The Kobal Collection/Scott KevanThe
RuinsRELEASE DATE April 2, 2008 (U.S. premier)DIRECTED BY Carter SmithWRITTEN BY
Scott B. Smith (screenplay and novel)STARRING Jonathan Tucker, Jena Malone, Laura
Ramsey, Shawn Ashmore, Joe AndersonRATING R, for strong violence and gruesome images,
language, some sexuality, nudity“THE POLICE, OUR PARENTS, THE GREEKS, SOMEBODY.
SOMEBODY IS GOING TO FIND US. WE JUST HAVE TO BE ALIVE WHEN THEY DO.” -
JEFFThe Ruins takes the murderous potential of nature to new heights, this time pointing to
plants as the harbingers of doom rather than furry or feathered friends.The film begins with two
couples on vacation in Mexico. They meet a German tourist and agree to accompany him on a
search for his missing brother, who joined an archeological dig of a Mayan temple in the jungle.
Soon after discovering the temple, the group is confronted by a band of armed and enraged
Mayans. These Mayans turn their weapons on the others and force them to climb to the top of
the temple, preventing their escape with regular armed patrols.The now captives quickly realize
that there is something sinister about the vines, as they witness them move of their own accord,
mimic sounds, and eventually take root inside their bodies.Killer plants are typically not as
exciting as ferocious creatures in the aberration of nature category of horror. The Ruins,
however, breaks the fright barrier by focusing both on plants with seemingly conscious actions
and the the humans of the film. Infighting, bodily dismemberment, and cutting themselves open
in search of the growing vines adds to the dramatic fright of the situation and provides for some



extremely explicit and disturbing gore.Horror Movie Freaks with an interest in horrific nature
should have a variety of both animal and plant terror tales at their disposal. The Ruins covers the
plant, and will certainly cause second thoughts of venturing across that vine-laden
expanse.Stacy (Laura Ramsey) wakes up to an unwanted visitor creeping up her leg.
DreamWorks SKGDO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A PAIR OF BIRDS THAT ARE… JUST
FRIENDLY? - MITCH BRENNERActor Ben Stiller, a friend of novelist/screen writer Scott B.
Smith, was an executive producer of this. DreamWorks SKGAliens and Outer SpaceThe title
character in Alien gets ready to strike. 20th Century Fox ProductionsThere is a long-standing
debate surrounding the classification of movies with outer space or alien themes as horror
movies, rather than science fiction. Let's put that debate to rest once and for all, shall we?Bottom
line: does the film have a slasher? How about a monster determined to make a meal of
unsuspecting humans? Maybe there is a ghost haunting the halls of that great space station in
the sky. If these things occur, it's a horror movie. The elements that make up a horror movie,
namely inspiring fear and dread by conjuring up known and subconscious fears and bringing
them to life, exist whether the setting is an old house on a hill or a space freighter headed for the
next galaxy. A monster is a monster, even if it is hovering over your stasis chamber instead of
hiding under your bed.Incorporating aliens into the equation opens an entire universe of new
and unique monsters and other villains. No longer limited to the confines of earth-borne
possibilities, the extraterrestrial monster can take any form necessary to maim and mutilate,
confined only by the imagination. Acid for blood, the ability to assume the form of friends and
pets, and even causing children to develop glowing eyes as they plan their parents' painful
demise can all be done, and have been. The alien factor is great for horror and horror movie
monsters.The added dimension to horror that happens in outer space is the isolation and
inability to flee. If you're confined to a space ship, for example, it's difficult to run out the front
door and ask your neighbor to call the police. With nowhere to run and nowhere to hide, horror
can transpire unencumbered by the possibility of rescue or escape. Space is ground zero for the
final showdown between villain and hero, and only one will escape alive. Plus, in space they
have Tang and food in a tube, so what's not to love?With so many similarities and points of
intersection between science fiction and horror, it may seem curious that the fan base between
the two is not identical. Sure, there are a large number of Horror Movie Freaks who also enjoy
science fiction, as well as science-fiction junkies who appreciate horror…but they are still
different. The Horror Freak craves the fright, with the galactic backdrop playing second fiddle to
the murderous mayhem and terrible apparitions.When it comes to horror movie monsters,
villains and specters originating from other planets, galaxies, and spatial grids, the Horror Movie
Freak says, “Bring it on!” How bad could it be, right?Bodies awaiting their fate are lined up in
sleeping chambers in Event Horizon. Paramount PicturesInvasion of the Body
SnatchersRELEASE February 5, 1956 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Don SiegelWRITTEN BY Daniel
Mainwaring (screenplay) and Jack Finney (Collier's magazine serial)STARRING Kevin
McCarthy, Dana Wynter, Larry Gates, King Donovan, Carolyn JonesNOT RATED Has some



mildly frightening scenes“THEY'RE HERE ALREADY! YOU'RE NEXT! YOU'RE NEXT, YOU'RE
NEXT…! - DR. MILES J. BENNELLThe tale told in Invasion of the Body Snatchers has been
restated time and time again through multiple remakes over the years. This is the original.The
tale begins with Dr. Bennell (Kevin McCarthy) dealing with a rash of townspeople claiming that
their families and loved ones have been replaced by imposters.At first this is disregarded as
mass hysteria, but it soon becomes clear that the fears are indeed real. Large alien pods are
disposing of human beings and growing exact duplicates in their place, distinguishable only by
their utter lack of emotion.In this original film adaptation, the menace involves the overtaking of
the human race by aliens and is, for the most part, considered science fiction. The film is scary,
however, as the loved ones of the un-replaced are indeed monsters in their own right.As this film
continued to be remade, the replacement of humans by the pods became more and more the
platform for political and social commentary. The question becomes one of which is better, the
fighting of humans amongst themselves or the seeming harmony of the replaced individuals
motivated by a common mind?In June 2008, the American Film Institute ranked this No. 9 on its
list of the 10 greatest films in the science-fiction genre. Allied Artists Pictures/Walter Wanger
ProductionsHorror Movie Freaks should watch all in the series as a study of the progression of
horror as technology and filming techniques change, as well as a view into the societal angst of
the day and the effect it has on the interpretation of the same story. Horror depicts worst-case
scenarios, but what if that worst case is better than the status quo?Clockwise from top: Dana
Wynter, Carolyn Jones, Kevin McCarthy, and King Donovan fend off alien attackers in Invasion
of the Body Snatchers. Allied Artists/The Kobal CollectionAlienRELEASE May 25, 1979
(U.S.)DIRECTED BY Ridley ScottWRITTEN BY Dan O'Bannon and Ronald ShusettSTARRING
Tom Skerritt, Sigourney Weaver, Veronica Cartwright, Harry Dean Stanton, John Hurt, Ian Holm,
Yaphet KottoRATING R, for violence and some gore“YOU STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT
YOU'RE DEALING WITH, DO YOU? PERFECT ORGANISM. ITS STRUCTURAL PERFECTION
IS MATCHED ONLY BY ITS HOSTILITY.” - ASHThe central themes of Alien, specifically the facts
that there is an alien and the action happens in outer space, may to some imply a science-fiction
film. Horror Freaks disagree.The film begins on a mining space ship with the crew in hyper sleep
for a long journey. Suddenly the ship's computer, “Mother,” awakens the crew and sounds an
alarm. There is a distress signal coming from a nearby planet that must be investigated.Several
members of the crew go to the surface to investigate and discover thousands of objects that look
like large eggs. One of the eggs opens up and when a crewman peers inside, some sort of
creature leaps out and attaches to his face. Later, after the creature has fallen off the crewman
and apparently dies, an alien bursts out of his chest and scurries away. The simple mining ship
becomes the scene of a stand off between the deadly alien and the crew, and in space…no one
can hear you scream.Lt. Ellen Ripley (Sigourney Weaver), the heroine of Alien . 20th Century
Fox Productions/Brandywine ProductionsAlien logically falls under the Aliens and Outer Space
category due to the existence of, well, aliens, but that is where the comparison to a science-
fiction film ends. Alien is a horror movie through and through, potentially categorized as an



aberration of nature or even possibly a slasher film. The fact that this is an alien becomes
irrelevant, as the creature seeks the destruction of the crew one by one in a mindful and
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spotlight. Peter Cushing is Victor Frankenstein and Christopher Lee is the creature he creates.
Cushing and Lee, along with Terence Fisher, who directed several of their movies, are the trio of
terror of Hammer's horror legacy. Hammer Film ProductionsCount Dracula (Bela Lugosi) and
Lucy Weston (Frances Dade) strike a classic vampire-and-victim pose in a publicity still from the
1931 film, Dracula. UniversalWhy We Love Horror MoviesWhy do we love horror movies? This
question has been posed many times over the decades by people from all walks of
life.Sometimes the query takes on an accusing tone, such as one coming from a date who wants
a nice dinner and night at the symphony rather than catching the midnight showing of the new
Zombie Carnage indie flick. Other times the tone is one of concern, as from parents confused
about their child's disdain for Sesame Street in favor of the Sunday morning horror fest showing
of The Brain That Wouldn't Die. Still others take a tone of disbelief — what is WRONG with you,
anyway?Although some of our friends and family don't understand our passion for terror, the
craving just does not subside. Why is that?Every Horror Movie Freak is unique, but there are
certainly some common threads that run among horror lovers the world over. Where else can a
worst-case scenario of carnage and terror be played out before our eyes, all within the safety
and comfort of our living rooms or local theater multiplex? All entertainment has an element of
escape, but Horror Freaks crave more — the RUSH! In fact, many horror aficionados are
searching for a particular rush, one reminiscent of the utter fear felt when they watched their first
horror movie.Think of the first time, as a child, you rode that frightening-looking roller coaster at
an amusement park. Mom didn't think you were ready yet, but you knew you were…or at least
thought so. Never showing your inner apprehension, you climbed into the car and pulled down
the harness. The car lurched forward and you gasped and wondered what you had gotten
yourself into. Slowly the coaster moved up the initial grade and you realized how high in the air
you were and wondered if it was too late to get off. As the car plunged over the crest and down
the first big drop it hit you: No! You weren't ready!What followed was the longest three minutes of
your life, so terrifying that hardly a scream could escape your lips and your knuckles turned
white from your death grip on the restraining bar as you were certain you were heading toward
doom. Finally, after an eternity, the car screeched to a halt and the safety bar released. You
made it! You just had the most terrifying experience ever, lived to tell about it, and felt a rush of
excitement…and you wanted to ride it again!The same thing applies to horror movies. The first
time we disobeyed our protective parents and crept into the living room in the wee hours of the
morning to watch a scary movie on cable, we paid the price. Nightmares followed. Weeks were
spent peering around corners in search of the certain monster waiting to grab us. We slept with
the light on and made sure the closet door was closed all the way so that creepy ghosts couldn't
see us through the crack. But we lived! We got the heart-pounding terror without the
consequence of death and dismemberment. We prevailed over the most frightening of
scenarios, and now want that feeling again. And again…The search for fright is the driving force
for many Horror Freaks, but horror movies also have certain elements that make the experience
unique to any other movie genre. The stars, the scares, and the concept of good vs. evil play an



enormous role in a Horror Freak's satisfaction — and overcoming adversity is such an integral
part of the experience that certain rules for surviving a horror movie have also emerged.The
StarsThere are many ingredients to an effective and enjoyable horror stew: storyline, special
effects, script, and scenery, but one of the most important is the star. Not the actors and
actresses in the film, but the real stars — the heroes, villains, ghosts, and monsters.The best
horror-movie monsters are those that capture the imagination, and nightmares, of Horror Freaks
everywhere, and are the true stars of the show. How many serial killers do you know who have
high schoolers sporting T-shirts with their likeness or tots scampering off to school with their
images emblazoned across their lunch pails? What about serial killer action figures and scenes,
so that kids can reenact the more grisly of their murderous rampages? I can name a few noted
horror movie villains off the top of my head: Jason Voorhees, Freddy Krueger, Leatherface, and
Michael Myers. Maybe because these stars act out vengeance and retribution with bloody gusto,
horror villains are simultaneously feared and revered.So, if the monster is the star, the hero is the
co-star. Heroes are the characters who represent us. They are just a little smarter than their
sliced-up compadres, a little more level-headed, a bit tougher, and a lot luckier. Horror Freaks
love to imagine that they, too, could be the individual to rise above the terror and emerge from
the carnage alive and victorious. The house says “get out,” and we get out. A crazy guy says that
anyone who stays the night in an abandoned summer camp is doomed, and so we get a hotel. If
we are alone in a cabin in the woods and hear a noise outside, we lock the door and call for
help…or at least get dressed beyond our panties before venturing outside crying, “Is anyone out
there?” The more resourceful the hero, the more satisfying it is to join them on their surge for
survival.Of course, even a hero can do something stupid, and when they do, all bets are off. The
Horror Freak can sit back smugly as the hero-turned-victim takes a machete to the skull and
quip, “Yep, she deserved that one.”The Scream Queens, of course, trump all as the stars of the
show. Should any film feature one of these irresistible divas of dismemberment, that is reason
enough to watch it. The most royal of the Queens of Scream have their own section.The
ScaresWhat is so scary about a horror movie? Ask that question a hundred times and you're
likely to get a hundred different answers, which is why there are so many different sub-genres of
horror.Some Horror Freaks are fans of the “jolt scares,” those tense moments when an
unsuspecting victim is creeping toward an ajar door investigating a strange noise, only to be
given a heart attack by Fluffy the cat leaping unnaturally from the shelf that has the Malt-o-Meal.
The “Fluffy factor” is a bit cheap, but accomplishes the goal of causing a “yell out loud” moment.
Other, less cheesy jolt scares, like when a monster bursts forth from behind a tree or a hand
emerges from an underground gravesite to grab an ankle, can be very satisfying and keep the
energy rolling during the horror experience. Some Horror Freaks even gauge the success of a
horror movie by the number of times a spontaneous shriek escapes their lips.Suspense scares
are more gut wrenching, and for a longer period of time. Alfred Hitchcock once said that his goal
was to “always make the audience suffer as much as possible,” and suspense scares do just
that. You just know that something terrible is about to happen…it is just a matter of time.The



longer the anticipation of a horrifying event is drawn out, the more we are compelled to hide our
eyes or get up for a drink of water, but can't. Glued to the screen and unable to breathe, we await
the inevitable horror unfolding before our eyes. Sometimes, when horror filmmakers are feeling
particularly sadistic, they will combine the suspense scare with the jolt scare — suspense builds
to an intolerable level only to immediately dissipate when the feared monster is not in the hall
closet after all…he jumps out of the laundry hamper instead.Unexpected scares can certainly
cause a loud yell, but are different from jolt scares. These are the brief visions of something
horrifying, presented without pomp or circumstance. Maybe a menacing face appears in the
window for an instant, an alien passes across the alleyway in the background of a newscast, or a
brief vision of ghostly feet standing on the bed while Mom is making it would all certainly qualify
as an unexpected scare. These scares can be clever and extremely effective when used
correctly.Phobia scares are a cornerstone of horror movie concepts and play to the individual
fears of Horror Freaks. Uncomfortable with the thought of toy clowns coming to life while you
sleep and smothering you with a pillow? There are horror movies about that. How about
childhood panic over a monster hiding under the bed? That's covered, too. The effectiveness of
phobia scares depends on the deep-seated fears of the viewer. Because one Freak's phobia is
another Freak's Shangri-La, horror movies with phobia themes must utilize other fear-inducing
tactics in addition if they want to fill the theater.English filmmaker, producer, and “master of
suspense” Alfred Hitchcock once said his goal was to “always make the audience suffer as
much as possible.” He accomplished just that in his masterpieces including Psycho and Rear
Window. He also made us look at our feathered friends in a whole different way after watching
The Birds. UniversalThree of the biggest, baddest, slashiest, and best-known superstars in
horror movies: Jason Voorhees, Michael Myers, and Freddy Krueger. They have been slicing
and dicing their way through randy camp counselors, baby-sitters, and dreaming teens for years
in their respective movie franchises of Friday the 13th, Halloween, and A Nightmare on Elm
Street. Freddy and Jason even battle each other in the 2003 movie, Freddy vs. Jason.As a
testament to his pop-culture status, Jason was awarded the MTV Lifetime Achievement Award in
1992, the first of three fictional characters to get it (Godzilla got it 1996, and Chewbacca in
1997). The hockey mask-wearing maniac, who bloodies up Camp Crystal Lake with the help of
his machete, has ripped through more hapless victims than Freddy and Michael combined and
seems to be an unstoppable killing machine. But the other two villains are no slouches. Dr. Sam
Loomis, the child psychiatrist who spent years trying to help Michael, doesn't say he has the
“devil's eyes” for nothing: this mad slasher is pure evil. Freddy, with his horribly melted face,
grimy red-and-green sweater, and razor-sharp glove, is a child murderer who slashes teens in
their dreams.Each of these iconic villains continues to terrorize a new generation, as each
franchise has had new installments: encapsulations of Halloween in 2007, Friday the 13th in
2009, and Nightmare in 2010. It's probably a safe bet that we'll see plenty more bloodletting from
these villains in the future.Photo credits, from top left: Jason Voorhees-Paramount/The Kobal
Collection; Michael Myers-Falcoln International/The Kobal Collection; and Freddy Krueger-New



Line Cinema.Long before Jason, Michael, and Freddy came on the scene, monsters were the
shining start of horror movies. Monsters capture our fears in one grotesque physical form. These
beasts have what it takes to bring societal angst to life so that they can hide under the bed and
get us in our sleep. Some monsters have a personal tragedy to correspond with their murderous
appetites. Werewolves, when in their human form, often live in torment from the atrocities they
commit while under the influence of the full moon; others, however, don't: when lead character
Ginger is transformed into a werewolf in Ginger Snaps (depicted on the publicity poster at top
left), she relishes tearing things to pieces with no remorse. Other monsters are merely trying to
survive and don't understand why their prey is so darned violent. Still others are just looking for
love, as is the case with the creature in The Creature from the Black Lagoon (center photo), after
he spots a lovely lady. At right, Christopher Lee is a monster created by human hands in The
Curse of Frankenstein ; his impassioned performance as the creature made him a star. Monsters
continue to be a mainstay in Horror Freaks' movie collections, and with good reason: they scare
the bejesus out of us.Photo credits, from top: Lions Gate/TMN/Telefilm Canada; Universal/The
Kobal Collection; Hammer Film Productions.Some scares do not involve any specific fright-
inducing techniques, but instead are completely wrapped up in atmosphere. Atmospheric scares
are less of an immediate reaction and more of an overwhelming feeling of fear and dread that
infiltrates the senses of the Horror Freak and sets the tone for fright and unease. A natural for
atmospheric scares are ghost stories and evil from hell, but good scary atmosphere will
heighten the fright factor of any horror movie, and should not be overlooked.Good vs. EvilThe
concept of good vs. evil is a required theme in any horror movie, and it shows itself in a variety of
ways.The most obvious conflict between light and dark is between the hero and the villain, with
the hero representing good and the villain evil, but horror can be much more complex than that.
Aside from the obvious evil of ripping someone into a million pieces with a hay hook, is the villain
really the evil one? What if the “victim” is actually a shiftless scumbag who caused the mental
breakdown of the villain by playing a vicious prank on them years ago in the frat house? The line
between retribution and evil, in these cases, is blurred.There are varying degrees of evil among
an entire cast of potential victims: the smiling “best friend” may be secretly scheming on
someone else's boyfriend, for example, and that football star just may have some backward and
derogatory attitude toward women. Is the villain who sends these miscreants to their untimely
demise an evildoer, then, or just a purveyor of justice?Then there is the ultimate horror theme
that guarantees that having sex or doing drugs equals certain death. Sinners will be punished,
and horror movie villains are just the ticket to hand it out. Villains who deal the consequences for
such behavior are little more than a puritanical force of penance, albeit an evil force themselves.
Horror Freaks are drawn to cheer the villain on in their murderous quest, then, not out of a
deranged desire to be harbingers of doom but rather a righteous longing to have no bad deed
go unpunished.When you look at it that way, Horror Freaks are downright civilized.The obvious
exception to all of this is found in films portraying pure biblical manifestations of good and evil,
the power of God rising to crush Satanic apparitions. Unfortunately for Horror Freaks, years of



Sunday school provided the ultimate horror movie spoiler…we all know how it's going to turn
out.Regardless of which character is the ultimate good and which the ultimate evil, there is an
underlying hope that good shall prevail, and it usually does in horror movies. Sometimes it
doesn't, but that's what sequels are for.Rules of Survival in a Horror MovieCountless lists, and
even books, have been written on the rules for survival in a horror movie. Wes Craven's Scream
is a horror movie about horror movie clichés, and outlines three basic rules:1. Don't have sex.
Sex = Death2. Don't drink or do drugs. Drugs and alcohol = Death3. Never say “I'all be right
back,” because you won't be.These rules are, indeed, the basic no-brainer's for horror movie
survival. Countless other lists of survival rules exist and tend to detail specific dos and don'ts,
often inspired by decisions made by victims in particular movies that led to their painful ends.
However, without going into movie-specifics, there are a few additional rules that tend to always
apply:4. Don't wander around in your panties, and DEFINITELY do not go outside with them as
your primary garment. When a Horror Freak sees a young coed venture into the woods
investigating a strange noise in nothing but panties, we know what's going to happen next. It
always does. Panties = Death.5. Among your group of friends, be the most level headed and
polite of the bunch, not the most sarcastic or witty. It helps if you also have personal problems
that you're trying to work through. The troubled, polite person with a lacking wit is almost always
the last one standing.6. When you beat down and presumably kill the villain who has been
chasing you for days, make sure you stab, beat, and shoot them at least a hundred times before
relaxing, and even then do not turn your back. They ARE going to get up.7. If you are in a horror
movie with a young starlet known for crude behavior in her public life, steer clear. She's gonna
get a fence post through her skull.The rules for surviving a horror movie are not, unfortunately,
hard and fast. Every once in a while a film will break the rules by killing off the good girl or letting
the presumed hero be snatched through an open window by a hungry monster. Rules were
made to be broken, it seems, and the best movies will break, or at least bend, these and other
rules to keep Horror Freaks on their toes. That's how we like it.Finally, there is one single bottom-
line rule for surviving a horror movie that has not yet been mentioned: Do not be an idiot. Once
the idiocy begins, so does the carnage. Guaranteed.Why We Love Horror MoviesWhy do we
love horror movies? This question has been posed many times over the decades by people from
all walks of life.Sometimes the query takes on an accusing tone, such as one coming from a
date who wants a nice dinner and night at the symphony rather than catching the midnight
showing of the new Zombie Carnage indie flick. Other times the tone is one of concern, as from
parents confused about their child's disdain for Sesame Street in favor of the Sunday morning
horror fest showing of The Brain That Wouldn't Die. Still others take a tone of disbelief — what is
WRONG with you, anyway?Although some of our friends and family don't understand our
passion for terror, the craving just does not subside. Why is that?Every Horror Movie Freak is
unique, but there are certainly some common threads that run among horror lovers the world
over. Where else can a worst-case scenario of carnage and terror be played out before our eyes,
all within the safety and comfort of our living rooms or local theater multiplex? All entertainment



has an element of escape, but Horror Freaks crave more — the RUSH! In fact, many horror
aficionados are searching for a particular rush, one reminiscent of the utter fear felt when they
watched their first horror movie.Think of the first time, as a child, you rode that frightening-
looking roller coaster at an amusement park. Mom didn't think you were ready yet, but you knew
you were…or at least thought so. Never showing your inner apprehension, you climbed into the
car and pulled down the harness. The car lurched forward and you gasped and wondered what
you had gotten yourself into. Slowly the coaster moved up the initial grade and you realized how
high in the air you were and wondered if it was too late to get off. As the car plunged over the
crest and down the first big drop it hit you: No! You weren't ready!What followed was the longest
three minutes of your life, so terrifying that hardly a scream could escape your lips and your
knuckles turned white from your death grip on the restraining bar as you were certain you were
heading toward doom. Finally, after an eternity, the car screeched to a halt and the safety bar
released. You made it! You just had the most terrifying experience ever, lived to tell about it, and
felt a rush of excitement…and you wanted to ride it again!The same thing applies to horror
movies. The first time we disobeyed our protective parents and crept into the living room in the
wee hours of the morning to watch a scary movie on cable, we paid the price. Nightmares
followed. Weeks were spent peering around corners in search of the certain monster waiting to
grab us. We slept with the light on and made sure the closet door was closed all the way so that
creepy ghosts couldn't see us through the crack. But we lived! We got the heart-pounding terror
without the consequence of death and dismemberment. We prevailed over the most frightening
of scenarios, and now want that feeling again. And again…The search for fright is the driving
force for many Horror Freaks, but horror movies also have certain elements that make the
experience unique to any other movie genre. The stars, the scares, and the concept of good vs.
evil play an enormous role in a Horror Freak's satisfaction — and overcoming adversity is such
an integral part of the experience that certain rules for surviving a horror movie have also
emerged.The StarsThere are many ingredients to an effective and enjoyable horror stew:
storyline, special effects, script, and scenery, but one of the most important is the star. Not the
actors and actresses in the film, but the real stars — the heroes, villains, ghosts, and
monsters.The best horror-movie monsters are those that capture the imagination, and
nightmares, of Horror Freaks everywhere, and are the true stars of the show. How many serial
killers do you know who have high schoolers sporting T-shirts with their likeness or tots
scampering off to school with their images emblazoned across their lunch pails? What about
serial killer action figures and scenes, so that kids can reenact the more grisly of their murderous
rampages? I can name a few noted horror movie villains off the top of my head: Jason Voorhees,
Freddy Krueger, Leatherface, and Michael Myers. Maybe because these stars act out
vengeance and retribution with bloody gusto, horror villains are simultaneously feared and
revered.So, if the monster is the star, the hero is the co-star. Heroes are the characters who
represent us. They are just a little smarter than their sliced-up compadres, a little more level-
headed, a bit tougher, and a lot luckier. Horror Freaks love to imagine that they, too, could be the



individual to rise above the terror and emerge from the carnage alive and victorious. The house
says “get out,” and we get out. A crazy guy says that anyone who stays the night in an
abandoned summer camp is doomed, and so we get a hotel. If we are alone in a cabin in the
woods and hear a noise outside, we lock the door and call for help…or at least get dressed
beyond our panties before venturing outside crying, “Is anyone out there?” The more resourceful
the hero, the more satisfying it is to join them on their surge for survival.Of course, even a hero
can do something stupid, and when they do, all bets are off. The Horror Freak can sit back
smugly as the hero-turned-victim takes a machete to the skull and quip, “Yep, she deserved that
one.”The Scream Queens, of course, trump all as the stars of the show. Should any film feature
one of these irresistible divas of dismemberment, that is reason enough to watch it. The most
royal of the Queens of Scream have their own section.The ScaresWhat is so scary about a
horror movie? Ask that question a hundred times and you're likely to get a hundred different
answers, which is why there are so many different sub-genres of horror.Some Horror Freaks are
fans of the “jolt scares,” those tense moments when an unsuspecting victim is creeping toward
an ajar door investigating a strange noise, only to be given a heart attack by Fluffy the cat
leaping unnaturally from the shelf that has the Malt-o-Meal. The “Fluffy factor” is a bit cheap, but
accomplishes the goal of causing a “yell out loud” moment. Other, less cheesy jolt scares, like
when a monster bursts forth from behind a tree or a hand emerges from an underground
gravesite to grab an ankle, can be very satisfying and keep the energy rolling during the horror
experience. Some Horror Freaks even gauge the success of a horror movie by the number of
times a spontaneous shriek escapes their lips.Suspense scares are more gut wrenching, and for
a longer period of time. Alfred Hitchcock once said that his goal was to “always make the
audience suffer as much as possible,” and suspense scares do just that. You just know that
something terrible is about to happen…it is just a matter of time.The longer the anticipation of a
horrifying event is drawn out, the more we are compelled to hide our eyes or get up for a drink of
water, but can't. Glued to the screen and unable to breathe, we await the inevitable horror
unfolding before our eyes. Sometimes, when horror filmmakers are feeling particularly sadistic,
they will combine the suspense scare with the jolt scare — suspense builds to an intolerable
level only to immediately dissipate when the feared monster is not in the hall closet after all…he
jumps out of the laundry hamper instead.Unexpected scares can certainly cause a loud yell, but
are different from jolt scares. These are the brief visions of something horrifying, presented
without pomp or circumstance. Maybe a menacing face appears in the window for an instant, an
alien passes across the alleyway in the background of a newscast, or a brief vision of ghostly
feet standing on the bed while Mom is making it would all certainly qualify as an unexpected
scare. These scares can be clever and extremely effective when used correctly.Phobia scares
are a cornerstone of horror movie concepts and play to the individual fears of Horror Freaks.
Uncomfortable with the thought of toy clowns coming to life while you sleep and smothering you
with a pillow? There are horror movies about that. How about childhood panic over a monster
hiding under the bed? That's covered, too. The effectiveness of phobia scares depends on the



deep-seated fears of the viewer. Because one Freak's phobia is another Freak's Shangri-La,
horror movies with phobia themes must utilize other fear-inducing tactics in addition if they want
to fill the theater.English filmmaker, producer, and “master of suspense” Alfred Hitchcock once
said his goal was to “always make the audience suffer as much as possible.” He accomplished
just that in his masterpieces including Psycho and Rear Window. He also made us look at our
feathered friends in a whole different way after watching The Birds. UniversalThree of the
biggest, baddest, slashiest, and best-known superstars in horror movies: Jason Voorhees,
Michael Myers, and Freddy Krueger. They have been slicing and dicing their way through randy
camp counselors, baby-sitters, and dreaming teens for years in their respective movie
franchises of Friday the 13th, Halloween, and A Nightmare on Elm Street. Freddy and Jason
even battle each other in the 2003 movie, Freddy vs. Jason.As a testament to his pop-culture
status, Jason was awarded the MTV Lifetime Achievement Award in 1992, the first of three
fictional characters to get it (Godzilla got it 1996, and Chewbacca in 1997). The hockey mask-
wearing maniac, who bloodies up Camp Crystal Lake with the help of his machete, has ripped
through more hapless victims than Freddy and Michael combined and seems to be an
unstoppable killing machine. But the other two villains are no slouches. Dr. Sam Loomis, the
child psychiatrist who spent years trying to help Michael, doesn't say he has the “devil's eyes” for
nothing: this mad slasher is pure evil. Freddy, with his horribly melted face, grimy red-and-green
sweater, and razor-sharp glove, is a child murderer who slashes teens in their dreams.Each of
these iconic villains continues to terrorize a new generation, as each franchise has had new
installments: encapsulations of Halloween in 2007, Friday the 13th in 2009, and Nightmare in
2010. It's probably a safe bet that we'll see plenty more bloodletting from these villains in the
future.Photo credits, from top left: Jason Voorhees-Paramount/The Kobal Collection; Michael
Myers-Falcoln International/The Kobal Collection; and Freddy Krueger-New Line Cinema.Long
before Jason, Michael, and Freddy came on the scene, monsters were the shining start of horror
movies. Monsters capture our fears in one grotesque physical form. These beasts have what it
takes to bring societal angst to life so that they can hide under the bed and get us in our sleep.
Some monsters have a personal tragedy to correspond with their murderous appetites.
Werewolves, when in their human form, often live in torment from the atrocities they commit
while under the influence of the full moon; others, however, don't: when lead character Ginger is
transformed into a werewolf in Ginger Snaps (depicted on the publicity poster at top left), she
relishes tearing things to pieces with no remorse. Other monsters are merely trying to survive
and don't understand why their prey is so darned violent. Still others are just looking for love, as
is the case with the creature in The Creature from the Black Lagoon (center photo), after he
spots a lovely lady. At right, Christopher Lee is a monster created by human hands in The Curse
of Frankenstein ; his impassioned performance as the creature made him a star. Monsters
continue to be a mainstay in Horror Freaks' movie collections, and with good reason: they scare
the bejesus out of us.Photo credits, from top: Lions Gate/TMN/Telefilm Canada; Universal/The
Kobal Collection; Hammer Film Productions.Some scares do not involve any specific fright-



inducing techniques, but instead are completely wrapped up in atmosphere. Atmospheric scares
are less of an immediate reaction and more of an overwhelming feeling of fear and dread that
infiltrates the senses of the Horror Freak and sets the tone for fright and unease. A natural for
atmospheric scares are ghost stories and evil from hell, but good scary atmosphere will
heighten the fright factor of any horror movie, and should not be overlooked.Good vs. EvilThe
concept of good vs. evil is a required theme in any horror movie, and it shows itself in a variety of
ways.The most obvious conflict between light and dark is between the hero and the villain, with
the hero representing good and the villain evil, but horror can be much more complex than that.
Aside from the obvious evil of ripping someone into a million pieces with a hay hook, is the villain
really the evil one? What if the “victim” is actually a shiftless scumbag who caused the mental
breakdown of the villain by playing a vicious prank on them years ago in the frat house? The line
between retribution and evil, in these cases, is blurred.There are varying degrees of evil among
an entire cast of potential victims: the smiling “best friend” may be secretly scheming on
someone else's boyfriend, for example, and that football star just may have some backward and
derogatory attitude toward women. Is the villain who sends these miscreants to their untimely
demise an evildoer, then, or just a purveyor of justice?Then there is the ultimate horror theme
that guarantees that having sex or doing drugs equals certain death. Sinners will be punished,
and horror movie villains are just the ticket to hand it out. Villains who deal the consequences for
such behavior are little more than a puritanical force of penance, albeit an evil force themselves.
Horror Freaks are drawn to cheer the villain on in their murderous quest, then, not out of a
deranged desire to be harbingers of doom but rather a righteous longing to have no bad deed
go unpunished.When you look at it that way, Horror Freaks are downright civilized.The obvious
exception to all of this is found in films portraying pure biblical manifestations of good and evil,
the power of God rising to crush Satanic apparitions. Unfortunately for Horror Freaks, years of
Sunday school provided the ultimate horror movie spoiler…we all know how it's going to turn
out.Regardless of which character is the ultimate good and which the ultimate evil, there is an
underlying hope that good shall prevail, and it usually does in horror movies. Sometimes it
doesn't, but that's what sequels are for.Rules of Survival in a Horror MovieCountless lists, and
even books, have been written on the rules for survival in a horror movie. Wes Craven's Scream
is a horror movie about horror movie clichés, and outlines three basic rules:1. Don't have sex.
Sex = Death2. Don't drink or do drugs. Drugs and alcohol = Death3. Never say “I'all be right
back,” because you won't be.These rules are, indeed, the basic no-brainer's for horror movie
survival. Countless other lists of survival rules exist and tend to detail specific dos and don'ts,
often inspired by decisions made by victims in particular movies that led to their painful ends.
However, without going into movie-specifics, there are a few additional rules that tend to always
apply:4. Don't wander around in your panties, and DEFINITELY do not go outside with them as
your primary garment. When a Horror Freak sees a young coed venture into the woods
investigating a strange noise in nothing but panties, we know what's going to happen next. It
always does. Panties = Death.5. Among your group of friends, be the most level headed and



polite of the bunch, not the most sarcastic or witty. It helps if you also have personal problems
that you're trying to work through. The troubled, polite person with a lacking wit is almost always
the last one standing.6. When you beat down and presumably kill the villain who has been
chasing you for days, make sure you stab, beat, and shoot them at least a hundred times before
relaxing, and even then do not turn your back. They ARE going to get up.7. If you are in a horror
movie with a young starlet known for crude behavior in her public life, steer clear. She's gonna
get a fence post through her skull.The rules for surviving a horror movie are not, unfortunately,
hard and fast. Every once in a while a film will break the rules by killing off the good girl or letting
the presumed hero be snatched through an open window by a hungry monster. Rules were
made to be broken, it seems, and the best movies will break, or at least bend, these and other
rules to keep Horror Freaks on their toes. That's how we like it.Finally, there is one single bottom-
line rule for surviving a horror movie that has not yet been mentioned: Do not be an idiot. Once
the idiocy begins, so does the carnage. Guaranteed.What Makes a Horror Movie Great: The
Rating MethodologyWhat factors elevate one horror movie to your “classic shelf,” while hurling
another to the bargain bin in a gas station mini-mart? The answer from some may be as simple
as whether they like the film or not, but that's not easy to measure or duplicate.Over the course
of creating the 100 Best Horror Movies list for , a verifiable and semi-scientific rating
methodology was created, partly to ensure that there were actual criteria other than personal
preference behind inclusions in this list, and partly to have some way of defending those choices
since getting any two Horror Freaks to agree on the top 100 films is an exercise in futility.Horror
Movie Freak is not a listing of “best” horror movies, but rather a collection of ones that fall into a
variety of horror subgenres with the simple inclusion criteria that they don't suck.To construct
such a group of horror movies, and their appropriate categories, the Horror Freak Selection
Panel of Experts was organized. The members of that panel were responsible for assisting in the
generation of the Master Horror List, categorization of each film and to provide a stopgap
against any individuals' favorite horror being included in spite of the fact that to most folks, other
than the nominator, it sucks. They are:Don Sumner (yours truly), Certified Horror Freak with an
uncanny ability to watch a horror film for the 30th time and blank the mind of all coming scares to
watch it anew each time like a child.The favorites and “must-haves” of the selection panel were
considered, along with four years of top 100 horror from , and the “irrefutable best horror list”
from members of the BHM online community, The Ossuary.The list was narrowed down via my
emotional reaction, and then further thinned by a reality-check session with the panel. The
resulting collection of horror favorites is included in Horror Movie Freak!Everett Roberts, resident
Zombie Master for BHM, first discovered his passion for the undead while studying at Miskatonic
University, where he eventually majored in zombology and reanimation theory and minored in
camp counselor. While preparing for the upcoming zombie apocalypse, he somehow found time
for a wife and family. He currently resides in Memphis, Tenn., where he is studying the political
effects of the dead voting.James Lasome is a mad scientist by trade residing in the wilds of New
Jersey. In his spare time, you can find him wandering the BHM forums, writing reviews from all



corners of the genre and the world, and attending and blogging about horror conventions and
related events around the Mid-Atlantic and New York City.Bill Burda, child of the sixties, was
raised on “Famous Monsters of Filmland” and EC comics. He was fortunate enough to see Night
of the Living Dead at a drive-in, and also actually got to take a date to see John Carpenter's
Halloween during its initial run. Long-time home haunter, he currently blogs for BHM on the
merits of forgotten horror classics. Bill is a resident of Richmond, Va., home of Edgar Allen Poe,
and knows where all the “Yankees” are buried. Bill likes doll mutilation and burying things that
still have a little twitch left in them, and dislikes horror directors who don't know the difference
between “disgusting” and “scary.”Heather Ross is editor and feature film reviewer at Horror
Freaks Media LLC. She grew up on the backdrop of a Stephen King novel — Tucson, Ariz. — so
she was introduced to horror at a young age, as well as snakes, scorpions, and creepy desert
stuff. Her first horror movie was the classic The Nanny with Bette Davis, which Heather watched
on TV at the ripe old age of eight. It scared the bejesus out of her and after that, she was hooked
on the adrenaline. To this day, Heather remains a horror junkie, hooked on it as only a horror
queen could be.A scientist conducts an experiment that has horrific results in the 1958 chiller-
thriller, The Fly. 20th Century FoxWhat Makes a Horror Movie Great: The Rating
MethodologyWhat factors elevate one horror movie to your “classic shelf,” while hurling another
to the bargain bin in a gas station mini-mart? The answer from some may be as simple as
whether they like the film or not, but that's not easy to measure or duplicate.Over the course of
creating the 100 Best Horror Movies list for , a verifiable and semi-scientific rating methodology
was created, partly to ensure that there were actual criteria other than personal preference
behind inclusions in this list, and partly to have some way of defending those choices since
getting any two Horror Freaks to agree on the top 100 films is an exercise in futility.Horror Movie
Freak is not a listing of “best” horror movies, but rather a collection of ones that fall into a variety
of horror subgenres with the simple inclusion criteria that they don't suck.To construct such a
group of horror movies, and their appropriate categories, the Horror Freak Selection Panel of
Experts was organized. The members of that panel were responsible for assisting in the
generation of the Master Horror List, categorization of each film and to provide a stopgap
against any individuals' favorite horror being included in spite of the fact that to most folks, other
than the nominator, it sucks. They are:Don Sumner (yours truly), Certified Horror Freak with an
uncanny ability to watch a horror film for the 30th time and blank the mind of all coming scares to
watch it anew each time like a child.The favorites and “must-haves” of the selection panel were
considered, along with four years of top 100 horror from , and the “irrefutable best horror list”
from members of the BHM online community, The Ossuary.The list was narrowed down via my
emotional reaction, and then further thinned by a reality-check session with the panel. The
resulting collection of horror favorites is included in Horror Movie Freak!Everett Roberts, resident
Zombie Master for BHM, first discovered his passion for the undead while studying at Miskatonic
University, where he eventually majored in zombology and reanimation theory and minored in
camp counselor. While preparing for the upcoming zombie apocalypse, he somehow found time



for a wife and family. He currently resides in Memphis, Tenn., where he is studying the political
effects of the dead voting.James Lasome is a mad scientist by trade residing in the wilds of New
Jersey. In his spare time, you can find him wandering the BHM forums, writing reviews from all
corners of the genre and the world, and attending and blogging about horror conventions and
related events around the Mid-Atlantic and New York City.Bill Burda, child of the sixties, was
raised on “Famous Monsters of Filmland” and EC comics. He was fortunate enough to see Night
of the Living Dead at a drive-in, and also actually got to take a date to see John Carpenter's
Halloween during its initial run. Long-time home haunter, he currently blogs for BHM on the
merits of forgotten horror classics. Bill is a resident of Richmond, Va., home of Edgar Allen Poe,
and knows where all the “Yankees” are buried. Bill likes doll mutilation and burying things that
still have a little twitch left in them, and dislikes horror directors who don't know the difference
between “disgusting” and “scary.”Heather Ross is editor and feature film reviewer at Horror
Freaks Media LLC. She grew up on the backdrop of a Stephen King novel — Tucson, Ariz. — so
she was introduced to horror at a young age, as well as snakes, scorpions, and creepy desert
stuff. Her first horror movie was the classic The Nanny with Bette Davis, which Heather watched
on TV at the ripe old age of eight. It scared the bejesus out of her and after that, she was hooked
on the adrenaline. To this day, Heather remains a horror junkie, hooked on it as only a horror
queen could be.A scientist conducts an experiment that has horrific results in the 1958 chiller-
thriller, The Fly. 20th Century FoxEssential Horror Movies: The CategoriesThe movie genre
“horror” is broad, and means different things to people. For some, nothing less than flesh-
feasting zombies will do, while for others, ghostly apparitions are what it takes to get the heart
pumping and shrieks erupting.Luckily for the Horror Movie Freak, there are many sub-genres
under our beloved horror umbrella. Each sub pertains to a particular kind of horror movie theme
and, therefore, a particular type of fright. Is the villain human, animal, alien, or apparition?
There's a subgenre for each. Is the human meanie always a murderous freak, or do they appear
normal in day-to-day life? There's a subgenre for that. Is that inhuman freak actually from hell or
merely otherworldly? We've got that covered, too.No matter what freaks out the Horror Movie
Freak, subgenres likely have a slew of films just right for an evening of horrifying delight. Then
again, there are some freaks who love every kind of horror film, and for those, the subgenres are
nothing more than a basis for a horror collection filing system. After all, nobody wants to
accidentally play a dark Asian ghost story on vampire night. That's just wrong.Within each
category, movies are listed in chronological order.One other note on the categories: they are in
no way absolute. Most, if not all, of the horror films listed here can be accurately classified in
several categories. Therefore, if a film has been selected in one category, it will be absent from
any others, no matter how appropriate those others may also be. Keep that in mind before you
craft an angry letter calling for the author's untimely demise at the collective hands of a hungry
zombie horde.Photos credits from top: 28 Weeks Later-Fox Atomic, a subsidiary of 20th Century
Fox Film Corp.; Boris Karloff as the Frankenstein monster-Universal Pictures; and The Exorcist-
Warner Bros. Pictures.Essential Horror Movies: The CategoriesThe movie genre “horror” is



broad, and means different things to people. For some, nothing less than flesh-feasting zombies
will do, while for others, ghostly apparitions are what it takes to get the heart pumping and
shrieks erupting.Luckily for the Horror Movie Freak, there are many sub-genres under our
beloved horror umbrella. Each sub pertains to a particular kind of horror movie theme and,
therefore, a particular type of fright. Is the villain human, animal, alien, or apparition? There's a
subgenre for each. Is the human meanie always a murderous freak, or do they appear normal in
day-to-day life? There's a subgenre for that. Is that inhuman freak actually from hell or merely
otherworldly? We've got that covered, too.No matter what freaks out the Horror Movie Freak,
subgenres likely have a slew of films just right for an evening of horrifying delight. Then again,
there are some freaks who love every kind of horror film, and for those, the subgenres are
nothing more than a basis for a horror collection filing system. After all, nobody wants to
accidentally play a dark Asian ghost story on vampire night. That's just wrong.Within each
category, movies are listed in chronological order.One other note on the categories: they are in
no way absolute. Most, if not all, of the horror films listed here can be accurately classified in
several categories. Therefore, if a film has been selected in one category, it will be absent from
any others, no matter how appropriate those others may also be. Keep that in mind before you
craft an angry letter calling for the author's untimely demise at the collective hands of a hungry
zombie horde.Photos credits from top: 28 Weeks Later-Fox Atomic, a subsidiary of 20th Century
Fox Film Corp.; Boris Karloff as the Frankenstein monster-Universal Pictures; and The Exorcist-
Warner Bros. Pictures.Aberrations of NatureA super-giant bear munches and crunches its way
through Grizzly. This was the most financially successful independent movie of 1976, earning an
impressive world-wide box office total of $39 million. It held this record until Halloween broke it in
1978. Film Ventures InternationalAh, nature. Long drives in the countryside, peaceful lakeside
picnics, and hikes on mountain trails next to babbling brooks…and sprinting for your life, as a
huge bear with razor-sharp claws bounds after you, bits of bloody flesh from your camping
partner dangling from its ferocious fangs. Nature is all well and good, until it turns upside down
into a pristine backdrop for murderous mayhem.Nature run amok is a regular villain in horror
through the decades, from killer bees and giant ants to carnivorous plants and genetically
altered cockroaches. What is this fascination with “nature gone wild?”The answer lies in the very
core of horror movies and why Horror Movie Freaks love them — to be scared. Many people are
scared by psychotic dudes with bloodlust or monsters hiding under the bed, but the concept of
normal everyday things changing their tune and becoming harbingers of doom are, for some,
particularly terrifying. The familiar, even the peaceful, is suddenly transformed into the realization
of a horrific nightmare. Safety in any circumstance is an illusion, and that cute little rabbit
scampering across a meadow could stop, eye you hungrily, and lunge for your jugular at any
moment.Nature horror also plays to the worstcase scenarios that people push from their
consciousness and try not to acknowledge. Do you REALLY know what is under the water
swimming around your toes while you wait for the speedboat to take off and pull you topside on
your water-skis? Are the inhabitants of that anthill truly satisfied with scraps they find or are they



dreaming of a large, warm human meal? Muffin the dog seems sweet enough, but how will we
handle the inevitable “snap” when survival instincts of centuries of hunting become the dominant
modus operandi?Normally cute and fuzzy sheep become blood-thirsty killers in Black Sheep.
Livestock Films/New Zealand Film CommissionGhosts and goblins are scary enough, but it is
always possible to maintain a position that these are not real, and therefore, any havoc they
wreak couldn't actually happen. Aberrations of nature do not provide this luxury. No matter how
outlandish it may be to consider a flock of birds suddenly swooping down and pecking your eyes
out, it most certainly could happen. By entering the realm of feasibility, nature horror infiltrates
the deepest repressed fears of the Horror Movie Freak and plays them out for all to see.Even
when the movie is over, they are still out there. So the next time you embark on a lovely stroll
through the woods, remember that you are also on a survival mission…and the odds are against
you.Melanie Daniels (Tippi Hedren) fights off a feathered friend gone mad in The Birds.
Universal/The Kobal CollectionThe BirdsRELEASE March 28, 1963 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Alfred
HitchcockWRITTEN BY Daphne Du Maurier (story) and Evan Hunter (screenplay)STARRING
Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne Pleshette, “Tippi” Hedren, Veronica CartwrightRATING PG,
for birds pecking people violentlyThe Birds is an Alfred Hitchcock original and depicts an
aberration of nature with the horror and suspense that only he could achieve.Melanie Daniels
(Tippi Hedren) is a wealthy young socialite who follows Mitch Brenner (Rod Taylor) to his home
in the coastal town of Bodega Bay. After some playful pranks and romantic posturing, Melanie is
in a small motorboat in the bay when a seagull attacks her and pecks up her face.As time goes
by, the passive-aggressive and blossoming romance between Melanie and Mitch continues, and
the strange behavior by the local birds intensifies. Gulls smash into glass windows to their
deaths, crows hurl their bodies against the front door, and the strange avian behavior results in a
dead friend of Melanie's found in a bedroom. The bird threat becomes a true deadly menace, as
thousands of birds converge on the area leaving death and peck marks in their wake.The Birds
is a wonderful example of the genius of Hitchcock and truly illustrates how deserving this
director is of the title “master of suspense.” The threat grows slowly, and the anticipation of the
ghastly events proves more uncomfortable than when those events actually occur. The
chemistry and interaction between Mitch and Melanie plays well in this film also and proves that
human banter can be as unexplainable as crazy acts of nature.The screaming woman on this
famous poster art is not Tippi Hedren as commonly believed, but Jessica Tandy. UniversalAll
Horror Movie Freaks must have a working knowledge of Hitchcock films, and the most well
known are minimum requirements in the quest for this knowledge. In terms of an aberration of
nature, The Birds is certainly a shining example of danger lurking in the seemingly harmless
faces of creatures we see every day.JawsRELEASE June 20, 1975 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Steven
SpielbergWRITTEN BY Peter Benchley (screenplay, based upon his novel) and Carl Gottlieb
(screenplay)STARRING Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, Richard Dreyfuss, Lorraine Gary, Murray
HamiltonRATING PG, for violent attacks by a giant psychotic sharkTHIS SHARK, SWALLOW
YOU WHOLE. - QUINTJaws became a worldwide phenomenon that terrified audiences at the



time and inspires phobia and fear surrounding swimming in deep water to this day.The film
opens with one of the most famous scenes in horror movie history: a woman swimming toward a
buoy in the ocean is suddenly ripped at and pulled under the water by an unseen attacker.Sheriff
Brody (Roy Scheider), the lawman of the tourist town where the attack happens, immediately
begins a crusade to have the beach closed down so that a proper search for the attacker,
determined to be a great white shark, can be conducted.Unfortunately, tourist season is
approaching and the town relies on the revenue, so the mayor denies any request to turn the
money spenders away. Bad idea.After a few more deadly shark attacks, Brody sets off with
shark hunter Quint (Robert Shaw) and boat captain Hooper to find and kill the deadly shark.The
shark, however, has other ideas, and with the determination of the most brutal horror movie
slasher, conducts some hunting of his own.Jaws is, indeed, a horror movie in the aberration of
nature category, but the film is a classic for other reasons. The villain shark is not portrayed as
merely a mindless, deadly creature, but rather as a calculating killer single-mindedly hunting his
prey.The animatronic shark was nicknamed “Bruce” and director Steven Spielberg also
reportedly called it “the great white turd” when he got frustrated with it. UniversalThe psychotic
killer qualities of this particular shark, along with its size and the fact that it could conceivably
exist in any coastal body of water, allows Jaws to transcend nature horror of the past to become
a full-fledged classic with a lasting impact.The famous opening scene in Jaws of Christine
“Chrissie” Watkins (Susan Blacklinie) being attacked by something menacing under the water
has left an indelible mark on horror films. Universal/The Kobal CollectionThere are those horror
fans who argue that Jaws is based on too much natural possibility to actually be a horror movie,
and is instead a thriller with a naturally occurring creature as the antagonist.The perspective of a
Horror Movie Freak, however, is that a homicidal slasher is what it is, regardless of the
species.GrizzlyRELEASE May 21, 1976 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY William GirdlerWRITTEN BY
Harvey Flaxman and David SheldonSTARRING Christopher George, Andrew Prine, Richard
Jaeckel, Joan McCall, Joe DorseyRATING PG, for bloody bear carnage“IF YA FEEL A WET
SNOUT IN YA FACE, WHATEVER YOU DO, DON'T MOVE. AND DON'T KISS IT 'CAUSE IT
AIN'T ME.” - DON STOBERConsidered by some to be “Jaws on land,” Grizzly (aka Killer Grizzly
and Claws) shows that a pleasant camping trip can go terribly wrong when an 18-foot bear is on
the loose.Grizzly opens with two women breaking camp in a pristine national forest. Suddenly,
one of them is attacked and violently killed by a giant grizzly bear. The second woman escapes
to a nearby cabin, but only for a minute, as the bear tears down the cabin wall and rips her to
shreds.The park's chief ranger, Michael Kelly (Christopher George), immediately begins a
crusade to shut down the park so that a hunt for the killer bear can be conducted. Alas, tourist
season is approaching and the park supervisor denies the request. After several more killings
and an unsuccessful open hunt by enthusiasts looking for a bounty, Kelly strikes off on his own
to face the beast and bring it down.Does all this sound familiar? It should, as most story
components seem to be taken directly from the blockbuster Jaws, which released to huge
audiences just one year prior. Grizzly is not the only film to be accused of following the new-



found success formula of the vicious slasher shark, but is possibly the highest quality. The story
is strong, the use of a real bear instead of some guy in a suit works well, and the film is a
frightening account of an aberration of nature with the cunning of a driven serial killer.Horror
Freaks, then, will enjoy the theme of natural beast as serial killer from two standpoints, by land
and by sea. Add Grizzly to your library and think about it the next time you zip up the tent and
settle into your sleeping bag made for two for the night.Actress Mary Ann Hearn is the first victim
of the 18 feet of man-eating terror. Film Ventures Int/The Kobal CollectionBlack SheepRELEASE
June 22, 2007 (U.S., limited)WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY Jonathan KingSTARRING Nathan
Meister, Peter Feeney, Matt Chamberlain, Nick Fenton, Sam ClarkeNOT RATED Expect gore
galore as killer sheep go on a rampageHENRY: ARE YOU OK?EXPERIENCE: I WON'T BE OK
EVER AGAIN.Black Sheep, a horror/comedy from New Zealand, explores the side effects of
genetic tampering and the horrific aftermath of the dreaded “weresheep.”Henry (Nathan Meister)
lives with his family, who tend a large herd of sheep in the New Zealand countryside. Jealous of
Henry's knack for sheep farming, brother Angus (Peter Feeney) plays a cruel joke on him that
leaves his pet lamb dead and skinless, and Henry with a severe sheep phobia that drives him to
move off to the city away from the ovine threat.Years later after the father's death, Henry returns
to the farm to sell his share to Angus. Unbeknownst to Henry, however, Angus has been
conducting genetic experiments on the sheep in an effort to create a better lamb chop. The
resulting mutated sheep fetuses are thrown into a pit, presumably to be buried later, but when a
couple of eco-terrorists get their hands on one of the fetuses, they inadvertently unleash a
mutated creature that proceeds to turn the entire flock into a vicious wooly pack of zombie
sheep.Black Sheep has something for the lover of nature gone wild, fans of zombie attacks, and
monster enthusiasts who are open to the possibility of weresheep, which result from a human
bitten by mutton run amok. The gore is first rate, the monsters are actually scary in their
incredible ridiculousness, and the serene New Zealand countryside is beautiful as the deadly
heard of carnivorous ewes crest the horizon.Farm animals, comedy, and zombie (well, actually
‘not-a-zombie’ zombie) mayhem await the Horror Freak with Black Sheep. Just don't forget the
mint jelly.An investor in the experiment to breed new sheep (Jono Manks) gets a return on his
money he wasn't quite expecting. Livestock Films/New Zealand Film Commission/The Kobal
Collection/Ken GeorgeCabin FeverRELEASE September 12, 2003 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Eli
RothWRITTEN BY Eli Roth, Randy PearlsteinSTARRING Rider Strong, Jordan Ladd, James
DeBello, Cerina Vincent, Joey KernRATING R, for strong violence and gore, sexuality,
language“THAT GUY ASKED FOR OUR HELP AND WE LIT HIM ON FIRE. YOU'LL
UNDERSTAND IF I'M NOT IN A PARTICULARLY SOCIAL MOOD.” - KARENThe directorial
debut of Eli Roth, Cabin Fever captures the grit and violence of 1980s horror and launched the
career of a director now known as one of the new generation of horror movie creators, the Splat
Pack.The film begins with a hermit living a solitary life in the wilderness with only his faithful dog
for companionship. When the dog does not respond to calls, the hermit investigates and finds
that most of the canine's flesh has rotted away.Later we meet some young people on their way to



a glorious vacation in an isolated cabin in the woods. Trouble materializes early when one
accidentally shoots the hermit, thinking he is a deer. Instead of coming to his aid, the shooter
leaves him in a ditch to die and slinks back to the cabin and his friends. Shocker, then, when the
hermit shows up at the cabin the next day both wounded and infected with some strange
sickness that causes him to vomit blood all over everybody. What do the youngsters do in
response to the crazed blood-puking hermitized whack-job? Set him on fire, of course. Who
wouldn't?What follows is the speedy progress of flesh-eating bacteria as it consumes the bodies
of the campers one by one. Add a cameo by Roth as a tent-camping pothead, a vicious killer
German shepherd, inbred country folk with murder on their minds, and a crazy kid who
spontaneously launches into fits of acrobatic karate moves, and you have Cabin Fever.Marcy
(Cerina Vincent) takes a defiant stance. Down Home Entertainment/The Kobal Collection/Scott
KevanCabin Fever spawned the movie-making career of Roth for good reason — it brings
graphic gore and disastrously bad decisions back to the forefront of good horror. Often the most
terrifying of all is the way seemingly normal human beings behave in times of peril and certain
doom, and this one puts the inner darkness of humanity in the spotlight in every graphic detail…
to the delight of Horror Movie Freaks and gorehounds alike. Getting “the flu” has never been
more frightening.The flesh-eating bacteria mercilessly eats away the once-pretty face of Karen
(Jordan Ladd) in Cabin Fever. Down Home Entertainment/The Kobal Collection/Scott KevanThe
RuinsRELEASE DATE April 2, 2008 (U.S. premier)DIRECTED BY Carter SmithWRITTEN BY
Scott B. Smith (screenplay and novel)STARRING Jonathan Tucker, Jena Malone, Laura
Ramsey, Shawn Ashmore, Joe AndersonRATING R, for strong violence and gruesome images,
language, some sexuality, nudity“THE POLICE, OUR PARENTS, THE GREEKS, SOMEBODY.
SOMEBODY IS GOING TO FIND US. WE JUST HAVE TO BE ALIVE WHEN THEY DO.” -
JEFFThe Ruins takes the murderous potential of nature to new heights, this time pointing to
plants as the harbingers of doom rather than furry or feathered friends.The film begins with two
couples on vacation in Mexico. They meet a German tourist and agree to accompany him on a
search for his missing brother, who joined an archeological dig of a Mayan temple in the jungle.
Soon after discovering the temple, the group is confronted by a band of armed and enraged
Mayans. These Mayans turn their weapons on the others and force them to climb to the top of
the temple, preventing their escape with regular armed patrols.The now captives quickly realize
that there is something sinister about the vines, as they witness them move of their own accord,
mimic sounds, and eventually take root inside their bodies.Killer plants are typically not as
exciting as ferocious creatures in the aberration of nature category of horror. The Ruins,
however, breaks the fright barrier by focusing both on plants with seemingly conscious actions
and the the humans of the film. Infighting, bodily dismemberment, and cutting themselves open
in search of the growing vines adds to the dramatic fright of the situation and provides for some
extremely explicit and disturbing gore.Horror Movie Freaks with an interest in horrific nature
should have a variety of both animal and plant terror tales at their disposal. The Ruins covers the
plant, and will certainly cause second thoughts of venturing across that vine-laden



expanse.Stacy (Laura Ramsey) wakes up to an unwanted visitor creeping up her leg.
DreamWorks SKGDO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A PAIR OF BIRDS THAT ARE… JUST
FRIENDLY? - MITCH BRENNERActor Ben Stiller, a friend of novelist/screen writer Scott B.
Smith, was an executive producer of this. DreamWorks SKGAberrations of NatureA super-giant
bear munches and crunches its way through Grizzly. This was the most financially successful
independent movie of 1976, earning an impressive world-wide box office total of $39 million. It
held this record until Halloween broke it in 1978. Film Ventures InternationalAh, nature. Long
drives in the countryside, peaceful lakeside picnics, and hikes on mountain trails next to
babbling brooks…and sprinting for your life, as a huge bear with razor-sharp claws bounds after
you, bits of bloody flesh from your camping partner dangling from its ferocious fangs. Nature is
all well and good, until it turns upside down into a pristine backdrop for murderous
mayhem.Nature run amok is a regular villain in horror through the decades, from killer bees and
giant ants to carnivorous plants and genetically altered cockroaches. What is this fascination
with “nature gone wild?”The answer lies in the very core of horror movies and why Horror Movie
Freaks love them — to be scared. Many people are scared by psychotic dudes with bloodlust or
monsters hiding under the bed, but the concept of normal everyday things changing their tune
and becoming harbingers of doom are, for some, particularly terrifying. The familiar, even the
peaceful, is suddenly transformed into the realization of a horrific nightmare. Safety in any
circumstance is an illusion, and that cute little rabbit scampering across a meadow could stop,
eye you hungrily, and lunge for your jugular at any moment.Nature horror also plays to the
worstcase scenarios that people push from their consciousness and try not to acknowledge. Do
you REALLY know what is under the water swimming around your toes while you wait for the
speedboat to take off and pull you topside on your water-skis? Are the inhabitants of that anthill
truly satisfied with scraps they find or are they dreaming of a large, warm human meal? Muffin
the dog seems sweet enough, but how will we handle the inevitable “snap” when survival
instincts of centuries of hunting become the dominant modus operandi?Normally cute and fuzzy
sheep become blood-thirsty killers in Black Sheep. Livestock Films/New Zealand Film
CommissionGhosts and goblins are scary enough, but it is always possible to maintain a
position that these are not real, and therefore, any havoc they wreak couldn't actually happen.
Aberrations of nature do not provide this luxury. No matter how outlandish it may be to consider
a flock of birds suddenly swooping down and pecking your eyes out, it most certainly could
happen. By entering the realm of feasibility, nature horror infiltrates the deepest repressed fears
of the Horror Movie Freak and plays them out for all to see.Even when the movie is over, they are
still out there. So the next time you embark on a lovely stroll through the woods, remember that
you are also on a survival mission…and the odds are against you.Melanie Daniels (Tippi
Hedren) fights off a feathered friend gone mad in The Birds. Universal/The Kobal CollectionThe
BirdsRELEASE March 28, 1963 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Alfred HitchcockWRITTEN BY Daphne Du
Maurier (story) and Evan Hunter (screenplay)STARRING Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne
Pleshette, “Tippi” Hedren, Veronica CartwrightRATING PG, for birds pecking people violentlyThe



Birds is an Alfred Hitchcock original and depicts an aberration of nature with the horror and
suspense that only he could achieve.Melanie Daniels (Tippi Hedren) is a wealthy young socialite
who follows Mitch Brenner (Rod Taylor) to his home in the coastal town of Bodega Bay. After
some playful pranks and romantic posturing, Melanie is in a small motorboat in the bay when a
seagull attacks her and pecks up her face.As time goes by, the passive-aggressive and
blossoming romance between Melanie and Mitch continues, and the strange behavior by the
local birds intensifies. Gulls smash into glass windows to their deaths, crows hurl their bodies
against the front door, and the strange avian behavior results in a dead friend of Melanie's found
in a bedroom. The bird threat becomes a true deadly menace, as thousands of birds converge
on the area leaving death and peck marks in their wake.The Birds is a wonderful example of the
genius of Hitchcock and truly illustrates how deserving this director is of the title “master of
suspense.” The threat grows slowly, and the anticipation of the ghastly events proves more
uncomfortable than when those events actually occur. The chemistry and interaction between
Mitch and Melanie plays well in this film also and proves that human banter can be as
unexplainable as crazy acts of nature.The screaming woman on this famous poster art is not
Tippi Hedren as commonly believed, but Jessica Tandy. UniversalAll Horror Movie Freaks must
have a working knowledge of Hitchcock films, and the most well known are minimum
requirements in the quest for this knowledge. In terms of an aberration of nature, The Birds is
certainly a shining example of danger lurking in the seemingly harmless faces of creatures we
see every day.JawsRELEASE June 20, 1975 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Steven SpielbergWRITTEN
BY Peter Benchley (screenplay, based upon his novel) and Carl Gottlieb (screenplay)STARRING
Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, Richard Dreyfuss, Lorraine Gary, Murray HamiltonRATING PG, for
violent attacks by a giant psychotic sharkTHIS SHARK, SWALLOW YOU WHOLE. - QUINTTHIS
SHARK, SWALLOW YOU WHOLE. - QUINTJaws became a worldwide phenomenon that
terrified audiences at the time and inspires phobia and fear surrounding swimming in deep water
to this day.The film opens with one of the most famous scenes in horror movie history: a woman
swimming toward a buoy in the ocean is suddenly ripped at and pulled under the water by an
unseen attacker.Sheriff Brody (Roy Scheider), the lawman of the tourist town where the attack
happens, immediately begins a crusade to have the beach closed down so that a proper search
for the attacker, determined to be a great white shark, can be conducted.Unfortunately, tourist
season is approaching and the town relies on the revenue, so the mayor denies any request to
turn the money spenders away. Bad idea.After a few more deadly shark attacks, Brody sets off
with shark hunter Quint (Robert Shaw) and boat captain Hooper to find and kill the deadly
shark.The shark, however, has other ideas, and with the determination of the most brutal horror
movie slasher, conducts some hunting of his own.Jaws is, indeed, a horror movie in the
aberration of nature category, but the film is a classic for other reasons. The villain shark is not
portrayed as merely a mindless, deadly creature, but rather as a calculating killer single-
mindedly hunting his prey.The animatronic shark was nicknamed “Bruce” and director Steven
Spielberg also reportedly called it “the great white turd” when he got frustrated with it.



UniversalThe psychotic killer qualities of this particular shark, along with its size and the fact that
it could conceivably exist in any coastal body of water, allows Jaws to transcend nature horror of
the past to become a full-fledged classic with a lasting impact.The famous opening scene in
Jaws of Christine “Chrissie” Watkins (Susan Blacklinie) being attacked by something menacing
under the water has left an indelible mark on horror films. Universal/The Kobal CollectionThere
are those horror fans who argue that Jaws is based on too much natural possibility to actually be
a horror movie, and is instead a thriller with a naturally occurring creature as the antagonist.The
perspective of a Horror Movie Freak, however, is that a homicidal slasher is what it is, regardless
of the species.GrizzlyRELEASE May 21, 1976 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY William GirdlerWRITTEN
BY Harvey Flaxman and David SheldonSTARRING Christopher George, Andrew Prine, Richard
Jaeckel, Joan McCall, Joe DorseyRATING PG, for bloody bear carnage“IF YA FEEL A WET
SNOUT IN YA FACE, WHATEVER YOU DO, DON'T MOVE. AND DON'T KISS IT 'CAUSE IT
AIN'T ME.” - DON STOBER“IF YA FEEL A WET SNOUT IN YA FACE, WHATEVER YOU DO,
DON'T MOVE. AND DON'T KISS IT 'CAUSE IT AIN'T ME.” - DON STOBERConsidered by some
to be “Jaws on land,” Grizzly (aka Killer Grizzly and Claws) shows that a pleasant camping trip
can go terribly wrong when an 18-foot bear is on the loose.Grizzly opens with two women
breaking camp in a pristine national forest. Suddenly, one of them is attacked and violently killed
by a giant grizzly bear. The second woman escapes to a nearby cabin, but only for a minute, as
the bear tears down the cabin wall and rips her to shreds.The park's chief ranger, Michael Kelly
(Christopher George), immediately begins a crusade to shut down the park so that a hunt for the
killer bear can be conducted. Alas, tourist season is approaching and the park supervisor denies
the request. After several more killings and an unsuccessful open hunt by enthusiasts looking for
a bounty, Kelly strikes off on his own to face the beast and bring it down.Does all this sound
familiar? It should, as most story components seem to be taken directly from the blockbuster
Jaws, which released to huge audiences just one year prior. Grizzly is not the only film to be
accused of following the new-found success formula of the vicious slasher shark, but is possibly
the highest quality. The story is strong, the use of a real bear instead of some guy in a suit works
well, and the film is a frightening account of an aberration of nature with the cunning of a driven
serial killer.Horror Freaks, then, will enjoy the theme of natural beast as serial killer from two
standpoints, by land and by sea. Add Grizzly to your library and think about it the next time you
zip up the tent and settle into your sleeping bag made for two for the night.Actress Mary Ann
Hearn is the first victim of the 18 feet of man-eating terror. Film Ventures Int/The Kobal
CollectionBlack SheepRELEASE June 22, 2007 (U.S., limited)WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY
Jonathan KingSTARRING Nathan Meister, Peter Feeney, Matt Chamberlain, Nick Fenton, Sam
ClarkeNOT RATED Expect gore galore as killer sheep go on a rampageHENRY: ARE YOU OK?
EXPERIENCE: I WON'T BE OK EVER AGAIN.HENRY: ARE YOU OK?EXPERIENCE: I WON'T
BE OK EVER AGAIN.Black Sheep, a horror/comedy from New Zealand, explores the side
effects of genetic tampering and the horrific aftermath of the dreaded “weresheep.”Henry
(Nathan Meister) lives with his family, who tend a large herd of sheep in the New Zealand



countryside. Jealous of Henry's knack for sheep farming, brother Angus (Peter Feeney) plays a
cruel joke on him that leaves his pet lamb dead and skinless, and Henry with a severe sheep
phobia that drives him to move off to the city away from the ovine threat.Years later after the
father's death, Henry returns to the farm to sell his share to Angus. Unbeknownst to Henry,
however, Angus has been conducting genetic experiments on the sheep in an effort to create a
better lamb chop. The resulting mutated sheep fetuses are thrown into a pit, presumably to be
buried later, but when a couple of eco-terrorists get their hands on one of the fetuses, they
inadvertently unleash a mutated creature that proceeds to turn the entire flock into a vicious
wooly pack of zombie sheep.Black Sheep has something for the lover of nature gone wild, fans
of zombie attacks, and monster enthusiasts who are open to the possibility of weresheep, which
result from a human bitten by mutton run amok. The gore is first rate, the monsters are actually
scary in their incredible ridiculousness, and the serene New Zealand countryside is beautiful as
the deadly heard of carnivorous ewes crest the horizon.Farm animals, comedy, and zombie
(well, actually ‘not-a-zombie’ zombie) mayhem await the Horror Freak with Black Sheep. Just
don't forget the mint jelly.An investor in the experiment to breed new sheep (Jono Manks) gets a
return on his money he wasn't quite expecting. Livestock Films/New Zealand Film Commission/
The Kobal Collection/Ken GeorgeCabin FeverRELEASE September 12, 2003 (U.S.)DIRECTED
BY Eli RothWRITTEN BY Eli Roth, Randy PearlsteinSTARRING Rider Strong, Jordan Ladd,
James DeBello, Cerina Vincent, Joey KernRATING R, for strong violence and gore, sexuality,
language“THAT GUY ASKED FOR OUR HELP AND WE LIT HIM ON FIRE. YOU'LL
UNDERSTAND IF I'M NOT IN A PARTICULARLY SOCIAL MOOD.” - KAREN“THAT GUY
ASKED FOR OUR HELP AND WE LIT HIM ON FIRE. YOU'LL UNDERSTAND IF I'M NOT IN A
PARTICULARLY SOCIAL MOOD.” - KARENThe directorial debut of Eli Roth, Cabin Fever
captures the grit and violence of 1980s horror and launched the career of a director now known
as one of the new generation of horror movie creators, the Splat Pack.The film begins with a
hermit living a solitary life in the wilderness with only his faithful dog for companionship. When
the dog does not respond to calls, the hermit investigates and finds that most of the canine's
flesh has rotted away.Later we meet some young people on their way to a glorious vacation in an
isolated cabin in the woods. Trouble materializes early when one accidentally shoots the hermit,
thinking he is a deer. Instead of coming to his aid, the shooter leaves him in a ditch to die and
slinks back to the cabin and his friends. Shocker, then, when the hermit shows up at the cabin
the next day both wounded and infected with some strange sickness that causes him to vomit
blood all over everybody. What do the youngsters do in response to the crazed blood-puking
hermitized whack-job? Set him on fire, of course. Who wouldn't?What follows is the speedy
progress of flesh-eating bacteria as it consumes the bodies of the campers one by one. Add a
cameo by Roth as a tent-camping pothead, a vicious killer German shepherd, inbred country
folk with murder on their minds, and a crazy kid who spontaneously launches into fits of
acrobatic karate moves, and you have Cabin Fever.Marcy (Cerina Vincent) takes a defiant
stance. Down Home Entertainment/The Kobal Collection/Scott KevanCabin Fever spawned the



movie-making career of Roth for good reason — it brings graphic gore and disastrously bad
decisions back to the forefront of good horror. Often the most terrifying of all is the way
seemingly normal human beings behave in times of peril and certain doom, and this one puts
the inner darkness of humanity in the spotlight in every graphic detail…to the delight of Horror
Movie Freaks and gorehounds alike. Getting “the flu” has never been more frightening.The flesh-
eating bacteria mercilessly eats away the once-pretty face of Karen (Jordan Ladd) in Cabin
Fever. Down Home Entertainment/The Kobal Collection/Scott KevanThe RuinsRELEASE DATE
April 2, 2008 (U.S. premier)DIRECTED BY Carter SmithWRITTEN BY Scott B. Smith
(screenplay and novel)STARRING Jonathan Tucker, Jena Malone, Laura Ramsey, Shawn
Ashmore, Joe AndersonRATING R, for strong violence and gruesome images, language, some
sexuality, nudity“THE POLICE, OUR PARENTS, THE GREEKS, SOMEBODY. SOMEBODY IS
GOING TO FIND US. WE JUST HAVE TO BE ALIVE WHEN THEY DO.” - JEFF“THE POLICE,
OUR PARENTS, THE GREEKS, SOMEBODY. SOMEBODY IS GOING TO FIND US. WE JUST
HAVE TO BE ALIVE WHEN THEY DO.” - JEFFThe Ruins takes the murderous potential of
nature to new heights, this time pointing to plants as the harbingers of doom rather than furry or
feathered friends.The film begins with two couples on vacation in Mexico. They meet a German
tourist and agree to accompany him on a search for his missing brother, who joined an
archeological dig of a Mayan temple in the jungle. Soon after discovering the temple, the group
is confronted by a band of armed and enraged Mayans. These Mayans turn their weapons on
the others and force them to climb to the top of the temple, preventing their escape with regular
armed patrols.The now captives quickly realize that there is something sinister about the vines,
as they witness them move of their own accord, mimic sounds, and eventually take root inside
their bodies.Killer plants are typically not as exciting as ferocious creatures in the aberration of
nature category of horror. The Ruins, however, breaks the fright barrier by focusing both on
plants with seemingly conscious actions and the the humans of the film. Infighting, bodily
dismemberment, and cutting themselves open in search of the growing vines adds to the
dramatic fright of the situation and provides for some extremely explicit and disturbing
gore.Horror Movie Freaks with an interest in horrific nature should have a variety of both animal
and plant terror tales at their disposal. The Ruins covers the plant, and will certainly cause
second thoughts of venturing across that vine-laden expanse.Stacy (Laura Ramsey) wakes up
to an unwanted visitor creeping up her leg. DreamWorks SKGDO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A
PAIR OF BIRDS THAT ARE… JUST FRIENDLY? - MITCH BRENNERDO YOU HAPPEN TO
HAVE A PAIR OF BIRDS THAT ARE… JUST FRIENDLY? - MITCH BRENNERActor Ben Stiller,
a friend of novelist/screen writer Scott B. Smith, was an executive producer of this. DreamWorks
SKGAliens and Outer SpaceThe title character in Alien gets ready to strike. 20th Century Fox
ProductionsThere is a long-standing debate surrounding the classification of movies with outer
space or alien themes as horror movies, rather than science fiction. Let's put that debate to rest
once and for all, shall we?Bottom line: does the film have a slasher? How about a monster
determined to make a meal of unsuspecting humans? Maybe there is a ghost haunting the halls



of that great space station in the sky. If these things occur, it's a horror movie. The elements that
make up a horror movie, namely inspiring fear and dread by conjuring up known and
subconscious fears and bringing them to life, exist whether the setting is an old house on a hill or
a space freighter headed for the next galaxy. A monster is a monster, even if it is hovering over
your stasis chamber instead of hiding under your bed.Incorporating aliens into the equation
opens an entire universe of new and unique monsters and other villains. No longer limited to the
confines of earth-borne possibilities, the extraterrestrial monster can take any form necessary to
maim and mutilate, confined only by the imagination. Acid for blood, the ability to assume the
form of friends and pets, and even causing children to develop glowing eyes as they plan their
parents' painful demise can all be done, and have been. The alien factor is great for horror and
horror movie monsters.The added dimension to horror that happens in outer space is the
isolation and inability to flee. If you're confined to a space ship, for example, it's difficult to run out
the front door and ask your neighbor to call the police. With nowhere to run and nowhere to hide,
horror can transpire unencumbered by the possibility of rescue or escape. Space is ground zero
for the final showdown between villain and hero, and only one will escape alive. Plus, in space
they have Tang and food in a tube, so what's not to love?With so many similarities and points of
intersection between science fiction and horror, it may seem curious that the fan base between
the two is not identical. Sure, there are a large number of Horror Movie Freaks who also enjoy
science fiction, as well as science-fiction junkies who appreciate horror…but they are still
different. The Horror Freak craves the fright, with the galactic backdrop playing second fiddle to
the murderous mayhem and terrible apparitions.When it comes to horror movie monsters,
villains and specters originating from other planets, galaxies, and spatial grids, the Horror Movie
Freak says, “Bring it on!” How bad could it be, right?Bodies awaiting their fate are lined up in
sleeping chambers in Event Horizon. Paramount PicturesInvasion of the Body
SnatchersRELEASE February 5, 1956 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Don SiegelWRITTEN BY Daniel
Mainwaring (screenplay) and Jack Finney (Collier's magazine serial)STARRING Kevin
McCarthy, Dana Wynter, Larry Gates, King Donovan, Carolyn JonesNOT RATED Has some
mildly frightening scenes“THEY'RE HERE ALREADY! YOU'RE NEXT! YOU'RE NEXT, YOU'RE
NEXT…! - DR. MILES J. BENNELLThe tale told in Invasion of the Body Snatchers has been
restated time and time again through multiple remakes over the years. This is the original.The
tale begins with Dr. Bennell (Kevin McCarthy) dealing with a rash of townspeople claiming that
their families and loved ones have been replaced by imposters.At first this is disregarded as
mass hysteria, but it soon becomes clear that the fears are indeed real. Large alien pods are
disposing of human beings and growing exact duplicates in their place, distinguishable only by
their utter lack of emotion.In this original film adaptation, the menace involves the overtaking of
the human race by aliens and is, for the most part, considered science fiction. The film is scary,
however, as the loved ones of the un-replaced are indeed monsters in their own right.As this film
continued to be remade, the replacement of humans by the pods became more and more the
platform for political and social commentary. The question becomes one of which is better, the



fighting of humans amongst themselves or the seeming harmony of the replaced individuals
motivated by a common mind?In June 2008, the American Film Institute ranked this No. 9 on its
list of the 10 greatest films in the science-fiction genre. Allied Artists Pictures/Walter Wanger
ProductionsHorror Movie Freaks should watch all in the series as a study of the progression of
horror as technology and filming techniques change, as well as a view into the societal angst of
the day and the effect it has on the interpretation of the same story. Horror depicts worst-case
scenarios, but what if that worst case is better than the status quo?Clockwise from top: Dana
Wynter, Carolyn Jones, Kevin McCarthy, and King Donovan fend off alien attackers in Invasion
of the Body Snatchers. Allied Artists/The Kobal CollectionAlienRELEASE May 25, 1979
(U.S.)DIRECTED BY Ridley ScottWRITTEN BY Dan O'Bannon and Ronald ShusettSTARRING
Tom Skerritt, Sigourney Weaver, Veronica Cartwright, Harry Dean Stanton, John Hurt, Ian Holm,
Yaphet KottoRATING R, for violence and some gore“YOU STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT
YOU'RE DEALING WITH, DO YOU? PERFECT ORGANISM. ITS STRUCTURAL PERFECTION
IS MATCHED ONLY BY ITS HOSTILITY.” - ASHThe central themes of Alien, specifically the facts
that there is an alien and the action happens in outer space, may to some imply a science-fiction
film. Horror Freaks disagree.The film begins on a mining space ship with the crew in hyper sleep
for a long journey. Suddenly the ship's computer, “Mother,” awakens the crew and sounds an
alarm. There is a distress signal coming from a nearby planet that must be investigated.Several
members of the crew go to the surface to investigate and discover thousands of objects that look
like large eggs. One of the eggs opens up and when a crewman peers inside, some sort of
creature leaps out and attaches to his face. Later, after the creature has fallen off the crewman
and apparently dies, an alien bursts out of his chest and scurries away. The simple mining ship
becomes the scene of a stand off between the deadly alien and the crew, and in space…no one
can hear you scream.Lt. Ellen Ripley (Sigourney Weaver), the heroine of Alien . 20th Century
Fox Productions/Brandywine ProductionsAlien logically falls under the Aliens and Outer Space
category due to the existence of, well, aliens, but that is where the comparison to a science-
fiction film ends. Alien is a horror movie through and through, potentially categorized as an
aberration of nature or even possibly a slasher film. The fact that this is an alien becomes
irrelevant, as the creature seeks the destruction of the crew one by one in a mindful and
calculated way.Aliens and Outer SpaceThe title character in Alien gets ready to strike. 20th
Century Fox ProductionsThere is a long-standing debate surrounding the classification of
movies with outer space or alien themes as horror movies, rather than science fiction. Let's put
that debate to rest once and for all, shall we?Bottom line: does the film have a slasher? How
about a monster determined to make a meal of unsuspecting humans? Maybe there is a ghost
haunting the halls of that great space station in the sky. If these things occur, it's a horror movie.
The elements that make up a horror movie, namely inspiring fear and dread by conjuring up
known and subconscious fears and bringing them to life, exist whether the setting is an old
house on a hill or a space freighter headed for the next galaxy. A monster is a monster, even if it
is hovering over your stasis chamber instead of hiding under your bed.Incorporating aliens into



the equation opens an entire universe of new and unique monsters and other villains. No longer
limited to the confines of earth-borne possibilities, the extraterrestrial monster can take any form
necessary to maim and mutilate, confined only by the imagination. Acid for blood, the ability to
assume the form of friends and pets, and even causing children to develop glowing eyes as they
plan their parents' painful demise can all be done, and have been. The alien factor is great for
horror and horror movie monsters.The added dimension to horror that happens in outer space is
the isolation and inability to flee. If you're confined to a space ship, for example, it's difficult to run
out the front door and ask your neighbor to call the police. With nowhere to run and nowhere to
hide, horror can transpire unencumbered by the possibility of rescue or escape. Space is ground
zero for the final showdown between villain and hero, and only one will escape alive. Plus, in
space they have Tang and food in a tube, so what's not to love?With so many similarities and
points of intersection between science fiction and horror, it may seem curious that the fan base
between the two is not identical. Sure, there are a large number of Horror Movie Freaks who also
enjoy science fiction, as well as science-fiction junkies who appreciate horror…but they are still
different. The Horror Freak craves the fright, with the galactic backdrop playing second fiddle to
the murderous mayhem and terrible apparitions.When it comes to horror movie monsters,
villains and specters originating from other planets, galaxies, and spatial grids, the Horror Movie
Freak says, “Bring it on!” How bad could it be, right?Bodies awaiting their fate are lined up in
sleeping chambers in Event Horizon. Paramount PicturesInvasion of the Body
SnatchersRELEASE February 5, 1956 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Don SiegelWRITTEN BY Daniel
Mainwaring (screenplay) and Jack Finney (Collier's magazine serial)STARRING Kevin
McCarthy, Dana Wynter, Larry Gates, King Donovan, Carolyn JonesNOT RATED Has some
mildly frightening scenes“THEY'RE HERE ALREADY! YOU'RE NEXT! YOU'RE NEXT, YOU'RE
NEXT…! - DR. MILES J. BENNELL“THEY'RE HERE ALREADY! YOU'RE NEXT! YOU'RE NEXT,
YOU'RE NEXT…! - DR. MILES J. BENNELLThe tale told in Invasion of the Body Snatchers has
been restated time and time again through multiple remakes over the years. This is the
original.The tale begins with Dr. Bennell (Kevin McCarthy) dealing with a rash of townspeople
claiming that their families and loved ones have been replaced by imposters.At first this is
disregarded as mass hysteria, but it soon becomes clear that the fears are indeed real. Large
alien pods are disposing of human beings and growing exact duplicates in their place,
distinguishable only by their utter lack of emotion.In this original film adaptation, the menace
involves the overtaking of the human race by aliens and is, for the most part, considered science
fiction. The film is scary, however, as the loved ones of the un-replaced are indeed monsters in
their own right.As this film continued to be remade, the replacement of humans by the pods
became more and more the platform for political and social commentary. The question becomes
one of which is better, the fighting of humans amongst themselves or the seeming harmony of
the replaced individuals motivated by a common mind?In June 2008, the American Film Institute
ranked this No. 9 on its list of the 10 greatest films in the science-fiction genre. Allied Artists
Pictures/Walter Wanger ProductionsHorror Movie Freaks should watch all in the series as a



study of the progression of horror as technology and filming techniques change, as well as a
view into the societal angst of the day and the effect it has on the interpretation of the same
story. Horror depicts worst-case scenarios, but what if that worst case is better than the status
quo?Clockwise from top: Dana Wynter, Carolyn Jones, Kevin McCarthy, and King Donovan fend
off alien attackers in Invasion of the Body Snatchers. Allied Artists/The Kobal
CollectionAlienRELEASE May 25, 1979 (U.S.)DIRECTED BY Ridley ScottWRITTEN BY Dan
O'Bannon and Ronald ShusettSTARRING Tom Skerritt, Sigourney Weaver, Veronica Cartwright,
Harry Dean Stanton, John Hurt, Ian Holm, Yaphet KottoRATING R, for violence and some
gore“YOU STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU'RE DEALING WITH, DO YOU? PERFECT
ORGANISM. ITS STRUCTURAL PERFECTION IS MATCHED ONLY BY ITS HOSTILITY.” -
ASH“YOU STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU'RE DEALING WITH, DO YOU? PERFECT
ORGANISM. ITS STRUCTURAL PERFECTION IS MATCHED ONLY BY ITS HOSTILITY.” -
ASHThe central themes of Alien, specifically the facts that there is an alien and the action
happens in outer space, may to some imply a science-fiction film. Horror Freaks disagree.The
film begins on a mining space ship with the crew in hyper sleep for a long journey. Suddenly the
ship's computer, “Mother,” awakens the crew and sounds an alarm. There is a distress signal
coming from a nearby planet that must be investigated.Several members of the crew go to the
surface to investigate and discover thousands of objects that look like large eggs. One of the
eggs opens up and when a crewman peers inside, some sort of creature leaps out and attaches
to his face. Later, after the creature has fallen off the crewman and apparently dies, an alien
bursts out of his chest and scurries away. The simple mining ship becomes the scene of a stand
off between the deadly alien and the crew, and in space…no one can hear you scream.Lt. Ellen
Ripley (Sigourney Weaver), the heroine of Alien . 20th Century Fox Productions/Brandywine
ProductionsAlien logically falls under the Aliens and Outer Space category due to the existence
of, well, aliens, but that is where the comparison to a science-fiction film ends. Alien is a horror
movie through and through, potentially categorized as an aberration of nature or even possibly a
slasher film. The fact that this is an alien becomes irrelevant, as the creature seeks the
destruction of the crew one by one in a mindful and calculated way.
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Herbert H., “Written for people like myself who loves the genre and written by someone .... I
didn't really know what to expect on this book but was pleasantly surprised !! Written for people
like myself who loves the genre and written by someone who loves it as well !! Comes with a
"night of the living dead" DVD which every horror fan must have a copy of ! I would actually give
it about 4.5 stars , but it's a good book for your library”

Crypticpsych, “A True Freak's Perspective. In my opinion, Don has written this book the most
appropriate way possible: by not being too scholarly and by talking to the reader as one horror
freak to another horror freak or horror freak-in-training. For the last few years, I've proudly written
for his site and it was an honor to help create the master film list for this book. I've always
believed the most important thing in reviewing horror is to not be afraid to admit that you love it or
that you love certain films, and Don captures that idea beautifully, preaching the gospel and
virtues of being an unabashed, unashamed Horror Freak. It is one thing to make a "simple" list of
"The 100 best films". It is quite another, and far better in some ways, to make a list of movies that
are important to a well-rounded, foundational knowledge of the genre....a primer, if you will.
Everyone needs a place to start in the genre...or a way for seasoned vets to remember movies
they haven't revisted in a long time. Horror Movie Freak fills that void.”

Ralf, “A fan fun ride for the horror film addict. Don't look for any scientific in depth study of the
horror film or searching for the meanings and subtexts of the key films of the genre.This is a fan
fun ride for the horror film addict.The artwork is just awesome. The pictures and stills are
presented in very high quality and the choice of these pictures is just great. So it's fun and
nothing but fun to walk through the pages and just adore the artwork of your favorite films.And
there's also the suggestion of films to watch with the emphasis on the recent horror film of the
last 10 years. And I found many fine films to watch thanks to Don Summers
recommendation.And it is subjective, o yes, and that's what makes it such a pleasure to read
this book.”

Coscade, “A really good book - bought for young horror fan but pulled .... A really good book -
bought for young horror fan but pulled as a gift at the last minute after a quick read through
before wrapping. Unfortunately the inclusion of the film I Spit on Your Grave made this
inappropriate for the intended recipient.”

Mr. Jason E. Parry, “Horror. Great book and lots of info in here and great pictures to,as all the
must see horror movies in it.”

andrew tonkin, “Horror Movie Freak. This book was huge and the pictures in this was really
great. The movie pictures that I loved were: Jason Voorhees, Leatherface, The Exorcist: Regan



O Neil, Michael Myers and Carrie. This was great to look at. When I got used to reading this I
never took my eyes off of reading it.Thank you.Andrew Phillip Tonkin.”

Ian Williams, “Horror movie fun. This admittedly lightweight book nevertheless manages to
function on two levels and I'll get back to this in a moment but first a generalisation about horror
movies.Basically they are mostly intended to be fun. We like the frisson that comes from either
the jump shock or the gory gross-out moment creating first fear and then cathartic laughter. I
don't want to get into cod-psychology about why we like horror movies but I will suggest that it is
the catharsis we get from confronting our worst fear -death- in the face and being able to laugh
about it. We diminish the worst thing that can happen to us and thereby deal with it. On another
level, a liking for horror movies is a bit like being in a cult in a positive sense rather than a creepy
Scientology-Christian-fringe sort of thing. Horror movie fans like to read about and argue about
their favourite and least favourite horror movies and they have fun doing it and that's at whom
this book is aimed.It isn't intended as being either comprehensive or a definitive statement on
horror movies; it's a celebration of them for their fans. In this case, following some entertaining
introductory bumpf, we have a selection of films split into categories. Now the films themselves
haven't been selected because they are the best, though many of them are, but because they
are representative of a particular category and a good example of it. Of course this allows the
reader to become mock-irate when their favourite film isn't included. When browsing through the
Asian section imagine me screaming: "How can that idiot not include Tokyo Gore Police!" Or:
"Alien might be horror but Aliens is an action movie!" Which is all part of the fun.Now, as I
mentioned above, it also works on two levels. The second level is that the book serves as a
readable and accessible introduction to the horror movie genre for newcomers. While you might
want to quibble with some of the selections -or go: Yes, he's included Slither, what taste the man
has- the book serves as a pretty good primer and the novice can't really go wrong with trying any
of them.It's a colourful book with lots of stills from the movies and mostly not too gory with the
worst being the bacteria-eaten face from Cabin Fever.And there's also a copy of the movie Night
of the Living Dead (1968) with a video introduction by the book's author. The print, however,
looks like the public domain copy which has been circulating for years and is pretty poor
quality.So, one point nine shakily severed thumbs up from me.But hey dude, really, I mean how
could you NOT have included Re-Animator?”

The book by Maggie Black has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 49 people have provided feedback.
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